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ABSTRACT
Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the primary viral pathogen responsible for
lower respiratory tract disease in neonates and young children worldwide. By the age of
two, virtually all children have been infected with RSV, and approximately 40% of them
develop lower respiratory tract infections. In addition to acute morbidity, an association
between RSV infection in early childhood and later development of recurrent wheezing
and airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) has been repeatedly demonstrated.
In this work we established a method for propagating pneumonia virus of mice
(PVM) in a baby hamster kidney-21 (BHK-21) cell line. We also modified the standard
plaque assay method and established a reliable and, most importantly, reproducible way
to quantitate PVM. In our work we used PVM strain 15 to successfully establish an in
vivo animal model for RSV disease in Balb/c and C57/Bl mice. Different
susceptibility/resistance patterns to a pathogen exist for different mouse strains. In the
case of Balb/c and C57/Bl mice, these patterns are well characterized for several
pathogens including Leishmania major and adenovirus type 1. Our comparative study
demonstrated clear differences in susceptibility to PVM strain 15 infection between
Balb/c and C57/Bl mice; Balb/c mice being more susceptible.
In peripheral sites, dendritic cells (DCs) serve as sentinel cells that take up and
process antigens. Numerous studies revealed that certain pathogens stimulate changes in
DC phenotypic characteristics and thus contribute to functional alterations that lead to
inappropriate T cell activation and disease augmentation. To examine effects of PVM on
DCs, we infected bone marrow dendritic cells (BM-DCs) derived from both mouse
strains with PVM, and evaluated their phenotypic and functional characteristics 24 hours
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post infection. Under these experimental conditions, PVM infected BM-DCs did not
show a significant increase in the expression of costimulatory and major
histocompatibility complex class II (MHC II) molecules compared to uninfected controls.
Furthermore, there were no changes in the ability of PVM-infected DCs to take up
soluble antigen. The production of IL-12p70, the pivotal cytokine in the development of
a Th1-type response, by the PVM-infected BM-DCs was not significantly different from
uninfected cells. In addition, there was no significant impact of PVM infection on the
ability of DCs to induce naïve T cell proliferation.
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1.0 Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 The Burden of Respiratory Syncytial Virus Disease

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the primary viral pathogen responsible for lower
respiratory tract disease in neonates and young children worldwide (187). RSV causes a seasonal
infection, frequently seen in early winter and spring. Virus is transmitted either by large
aerosolized droplets, direct contact with respiratory secretions, or via fomites (80, 104). The
economic and medical impact of RSV infections in infants is illustrated by the fact that
approximately two-thirds of infants are infected with RSV before the age of two (102).
Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is responsible for an estimated 64 million pediatric
hospitalizations worldwide (319). In the United State 125,000 infants and young children are
hospitalized due to RSV infections annually, with associated costs of $400,000,000 per year
(261). Unfortunately, up to 2% of hospitalized infants develop respiratory insufficiency and die
(6).
In addition to acute morbidity, an association between RSV infection in early childhood
and later development of recurrent wheezing and airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) has been
repeatedly demonstrated (183, 238, 265). RSV has also been found to be an important cause of
severe respiratory illness among senior citizens (81, 88). In patients with severe combined
immunodeficiency disease, RSV pneumonia can lead to respiratory failure with mortality rates of
70–100% (129). Since infection can occur in the presence of circulating antibodies, re-infection
is common in all age groups (200).
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Apart from host-related characteristics involved in increased susceptibility to severe RSV
infections including premature birth, immunodeficiency disorders and host genotype (47, 186,
310), it is speculated that the severe outcome of RSV infections in some younger children is
partially caused by the direct cytopathic effect of the virus itself and partially by a defective
immunological response (52, 185). Based on results collected while studying infants vaccinated
with formalin-inactivated RSV (FI-RSV), it is widely believed that a connection between the
severity of RSV disease and imbalance in the Th1- and Th2-lymphocyte response to the vaccine
exists. Furthermore, many studies demonstrated that CD8+ and CD4+ T cells are involved in the
inhibition of viral replication as well as RSV-induced pathology (4, 42). Collectively, these
studies demonstrate that a fine balance exists between the protective and disease-generating
effects of T cells during RSV infection.
Although scientists believed that increased RSV pathology was antibody-mediated, the
protective role of antibodies against RSV disease has been demonstrated in several animal
models, including cotton rats and monkeys (125, 229). It was demonstrated that passively
administered antibody can diminish the frequency of severe RSV-induced illness in at-risk
children (110), suggesting that active immunization may indeed be possible. These findings were
confirmed in humans by the fact that administration of RSV immunoglobulins and humanized
monoclonal antibodies against RSV decreased the incidence and severity of bronchiolitis in highrisk children (110). However, an effective vaccine against RSV infection does not exist.
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1.2. Epidemiology of Respiratory Syncytial Virus Disease

Respiratory syncytial virus is distributed globally, and epidemics of RSV take place
every winter in temperate climates, and perennially in tropical regions (122). Epidemiological
studies of RSV demonstrated the existence of two groups of RSV. Antigenic RSV Group A and
RSV Group B were identified based on their different reactivities with monoclonal antibodies
against the viral antigens (7, 197). In view of the fact that genetic variability also exists within
each group, this may contribute to several strains circulating in a community and repeated
infections with RSV (128, 295). The same hypothesis could also be applied to RSV infections of
infants under six months of age despite the presence of circulating maternal antibodies against
one of the viral strains (196). It was found that the G glycoprotein shows the greatest antigenic
diversity among the different RSV strains and that variation in the G glycoprotein may have a
considerable effect on the efficiency of transmission (41, 147, 283). During an outbreak, both
strains are concurrently present in the community, and season-to-season variation is found in the
predominant A strain (5, 181).
In northern regions RSV outbreaks consistently begin each October and continue through
April, with the peak period usually taking place between January and March (122). In a
community, virus is most commonly transmitted by aerosols, but transmission by direct contact
with respiratory secretions or via fomites is also widespread (122). It was shown that RSV in
respiratory secretions can survive on surfaces for over six hours. The duration and degree of viral
shedding shows a relationship with the clinical severity of disease. Viral shedding can last as
long as four weeks in RSV-infected infants, compared to only three to four days in the case of
RSV-infected older children and adults (69, 172). Exceptionally high virulence of RSV is
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demonstrated by the fact that during community epidemics up to 100 % of children in day care
centers could be infected (126). RSV infections are also a major threat to the health of infants in
the pediatric wards. During an outbreak, pediatric wards personnel and infected infants who are
admitted into hospital are the major source of infection. Since RSV causes mild upper respiratory
tract infections in otherwise healthy individuals, up to 50% of personnel may be infected and
actively transmit RSV infection without dramatic symptoms that would require absence from
work (122). In contrast, the highest risk of morbidity due to RSV infection in infants less than six
month of age, emphasizes the significance of RSV nosocomial infections (290).
By the age of two virtually all children have been infected with RSV, and approximately
40% of them develop lower respiratory tract infections and 2% need hospitalization. In the
infants that require hospitalization, the mortality rate is approximately 1% (215). Studies in
humans showed a direct correlation between large family size and increasing incidence of
disease (117). Infants are usually exposed to RSV through contact with school-age siblings who
generally show only mild upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) symptoms. Most commonly,
life threatening infections are seen in children that already suffer from pre-existing
cardiorespiratory disease or are immunocompromised (215). RSV has also been found to be an
important cause of severe respiratory illness among senior citizens and immunocompromised
individuals (81, 88).

1.3 Virus Classification and Characteristics

Shortly after it was discovered in 1956, RSV was quickly recognized as a major viral
pathogen responsible for extensive outbreaks of respiratory tract infections in infants and
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immunocompromised individuals world-wide. The virus was discovered accidentally, when a
group of chimpanzees in a colony outside of Washington DC exhibited some mild upper
respiratory tract infection symptoms. Morris and associates recovered virus from one of the
chimpanzees after realizing that people handling the sick animals also became sick. Based on
similarities between the Long strain and the Schneider strains isolated from infected humans and
Chimpanzee coryza agent (CCA) isolated from sick chimpanzees, Chanock and colleges
included characteristics of all different strains and created the term Respiratory Syncytial Virus
(49, 50).
Newly isolated virus was classified as a member of the genus Pneumovirus, of the family
Paramyxoviridae. The family Paramyxoviridae also contains the Paramyxovirus and
Morbillivirus genera. Other members of the genus Pneumovirus are bovine RSV (BRSV) and
Pneumonia virus of mice (PVM), which cause respiratory tract disease in calves and mice
respectively (36). RSV is a medium-sized enveloped, negative sense RNA virus. The RSV
genome is a single strand of nonsegmented RNA composed of approximately 15,000
nucleotides. A model for RSV transcription and replication and the complex role that RSV
polymerase plays in this process was recently reviewed by Cowton et al. (62). The viral genome
replicates within the cytoplasm of lung epithelial cells and alveolar macrophages, and encodes 10
viral proteins, G, F, SH, M, N. P, L, M2, NS1 and NS2 (75).
Out of those 10 proteins, the G, F, and SH proteins are transmembrane surface proteins.
The fusion (F) protein is a transmembrane glycoprotein 68 kDa in size, and composed of two
disulphide-linked subunits. Subunit F1 is 48 kDa while subunit F2 is 20 kDa in size. The F
protein mediates viral penetration and cell-to-cell spread by the fusion of the viral or infectedcell membrane with target cell membrane. It is believed that the F protein exists in metastable
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conformation that is changed into a fusogenic conformation by contact with the receptor on the
target cell membrane. This change brings highly hydrophobic residues of F1 in close proximity
of the target membrane and allows fusion (193). This fusion of infected cell membranes results
in characteristic syncytium formation, the hallmark of RSV infection (36). It is significant to
mention that antibodies produced to the epitopes of the F protein by the host cells can neutralize
virus. Transmembrane surface protein G is a 70 kDa glycoprotein. Heavily glycosylated G
glycoprotein shows structural homologies with the CX3C chemokine fractaline and mediates
viral attachment by binding to human CX3CR1 surface receptor. Similar to the F protein, the G
protein can stimulate the production of effective anti-RSV antibodies (36, 80). Although
antigenic diversity between the different RSV strains could be due to antigenic differences in the
G, F, N and P RSV proteins, the attachment G protein is the most variable protein. In some
instances, the amino acid homology of the attachment G protein between the A and B RSV
isolates can be as low as 53% (36). These strain variations could be yet another mechanism by
which RSV evades host immune responses. The third transmembrane surface protein is a small
hydrophobic protein (SH), 14 kDa in size. The function of the transmembrane surface protein SH
is not clear, but it has been reported that SH is not required for viral replication and syncytium
formation (38).
There are also four nucleocapsid-associated proteins: N, P, L, and M2. These proteins
associate with the genomic RNA to form the viral nucleocapsid. Nucleoprotein N is a 45 kDa
protein that protects genomic and antigenomic RNA and mediates transition from transcription to
replication. Matrix protein M2 has two transcripts: the M2 ORF-1, which serves as a
transcription anti-termination factor and the M2 ORF-2 which functions as a RNA regulatory
protein (80). Matrix proteins M2 ORF-1 and M2 ORF-2 have molecular masses of 22 kDa and
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12 kDa respectively. Phosphoprotein P (33 kDa) and polymerase protein L (250 kDa) are
nucleocapsid-associated proteins that act as a polymerase co-factor and RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase, respectively (80). Matrix protein M is a small 25 kDa protein, which mediates the
association between the viral nucleocapsid and the envelope (212).
Finally, the non-structural viral proteins NS1 and NS2 are two small 13.8 and 14.5 kDa
viral products that accumulate in infected cells but are almost untraceable in mature virions
(212). Only recently, the non-structural proteins NS1 and NS2 were correlated to species-specific
inhibition of and resistance to α/β interferons via interferon regulatory factor 3 (33, 255).

1.4 Acute and Delayed Pathology of Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infection

RSV causes a seasonal infection, most frequently in winter and spring. Virus is
transmitted either by large aerosolized droplets, or direct contact with respiratory secretions, or
via fomites (80, 104). The incubation period of RSV respiratory disease is approximately five
days (151, 279). RSV does not show systemic spread and primarily replicates in the epithelial
cells of the nasopharynx (120).
It is believed that the mechanism by which the virus spreads from the upper respiratory
tract to the lower respiratory tract involves direct viral spread along the respiratory mucosa by
induction of cell fusion and syncytium formation or viral transfer via aspiration of
nasopharyngeal secretions (262). Several studies reported that alveolar macrophages are infected
with RSV in vivo, implicating an additional potential mechanism for the spread of RSV to the
lower respiratory tract (190, 218).
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Primary infantile RSV infection is usually a mild upper respiratory tract infection that in
40% of cases progresses into a mild lower respiratory tract infection (278). The onset of
symptoms depends on the age of the infected individual. While infants can show signs and
symptoms of infection within hours or days of inoculation, adults and older children may not
have symptoms of RSV infection for several days after the infection. In most cases, the
symptoms of RSV mimic the common cold. Symptoms of RSV infection can be mild, moderate
or severe, the latter mostly seen in infants younger than 30 weeks of age. Signs of lower
respiratory tract involvement usually develop 1–3 days after the onset of rhinorrhea, the most
prominent upper respiratory tract symptom (19). Apart from the stuffy nose and nasal flaring
accompanied by low-grade fever, symptoms such as deep cough, shortness of breath and
wheezing usually mark the occurrence of viral spread into the bronchi and bronchioles. Infants
tend to be irritable and have irregular feedings due to the breathing difficulties. Bronchiolitis is
the hallmark of lower respiratory tract involvement during RSV infection (80). Typically,
bronchiolar epithelial necrosis and loss of specialized functions such as cilial motility due to
ciliated epithelial cell destruction are observed (1). Small airways (75- 250 microns) first show
characteristic pathological bronchiolitis features. Peribronchiolar infiltration by lymphocytes,
eosinophils, neutrophils and macrophages, followed by submucosal edema and increased mucus
secretion inevitably lead to hyperinflation and collapse of distal lung tissue (117). In severe
cases, RSV pneumonia with interstitial infiltration of mononuclear cells is also common (69). It
is important to point out that RSV infection is not a severe disease in the majority of RSV
infected children and otherwise healthy adults, and the exact pathology in this population is not
well known since they never seek doctors’ attention (215).
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There are various reports that RSV bronchiolitis experienced in the first year of life is
often associated with recurrent childhood wheezing (183, 267, 275). Several studies also
demonstrated that approximately half of all children hospitalized for treatment of RSV
bronchiolitis have later episodes of childhood wheezing or lung function abnormalities (148,
205, 287). This association usually disappears by the age of 12, but in some cases it can progress
into asthma. It was shown that children with RSV bronchiolitis during the first six months of
their lives had significantly higher incidences of asthma than children in a control group (266).
So far, studies that show a direct cause and an effect relationship between RSV bronchiolitis and
asthma have not been performed. Further, more recent studies indicate that pre-existing
alterations in lung function early in life is a more important sign of recurrent wheezing later in
life than a history of RSV bronchiolitis (268).
There is also a belief that viral persistence could account for the delayed effect of RSV
infection. Persistent infection of a macrophage-like cell line in vitro as well as macrophages in
several animal models in vivo has been demonstrated (34, 112, 297, 298). Also, studies in mice
showed reappearance of infectious virus after suppression of T cells in mice that had been
infected with RSV and recovered (259). Presently, studies on long-term infection in humans
show contradicting results, and the need for future research is apparent (89, 318).

1.5 Host Characteristics Affecting Pathogenesis

The specific mechanisms which determine why RSV infection causes severe disease in
some children and only mild symptoms and signs of infection in others are not well understood.
Environmental conditions such as family size, socio-economic status, day care attendance, and
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parental smoking, have been associated with exacerbated disease (219, 270, 320). The presence
of underlying illnesses like congenital heart disease or pulmonary disease with diminished lung
function or premature birth (< 35 weeks gestation) are also associated with increased incidence
of severe RSV infections (108, 178, 182).
Differences in the severity of the infection caused by RSV can also be understood by
taking the different host factors involved in the pathogenesis of the disease into consideration.
Each year during a RSV outbreak approximately 5-10% of otherwise healthy adults are reinfected with RSV, but the clinical representation of the disease is never dramatic in nature (90,
118). Several studies have revealed that age may play a significant role in disease severity (92,
203, 251). While the majority of RSV infections in older children and adults are mild in nature,
infections of neonates and elderly individuals may result in severe consequences. The
immunological immaturity of an immune response in neonates and the deteriorating immune
response in the elderly may be associated with an imbalanced RSV-specific immune response
that favors disease augmentation (14, 189). The lack of lung elasticity in neonates and the elderly
is also a significant contributing factor for increased disease susceptibility in this population (99,
214). Animal studies using a mouse model revealed that mice infected very early in life (up to 1
week of age) showed increased severity of disease symptoms including enhanced IL-4
production, increased cell recruitment to the lung, and increased eosinophilia and neutrophilia
upon secondary infection later in life (68). Although severe RSV infections are usually observed
in young infants, in one study 21 percent of acute respiratory infections in a senior care center
were caused by RSV (91). Furthermore, re-infection within a senior population is common and
usually severe in nature (204).
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The immune status of an infected person also plays a significant role in the pathogenesis
of the disease. The role of RSV as an opportunistic pathogen is clearly seen in cases of severely
immunosuppressed patients after bone marrow transplantations. In this population, RSV
infections are more severe with a mortality rate ranging from 30 to 100% (317). Human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is an important cause of immunosuppression in humans (80).
HIV infected patients show prolonged virus shedding (48) and a more severe manifestation of
disease (1) after RSV infection. Fortunately, severe respiratory complications and mortalities are
uncommon (156). Since the exacerbated disease is induced mostly by an excessive immune
response (289), a more severe manifestation of a disease in immunocompromised individuals
clearly indicates the need for control of viral replication by cell-mediated immunity. Otherwise,
RSV will cause progressive cytopathic damage to the lung tissue that will inevitably lead to
respiratory failure (43).
Several studies were performed in an effort to investigate possible relations between RSV
group A and B and clinical severity of RSV infections. The results were inconclusive, since
some investigators were able to find a direct correlation between group A strain infection and
more severe disease (304), while others failed to do so (158). Interestingly, in two studies
infections with group B strain were reported as more severe (135, 280).
Since variation in the severity of RSV infections in human populations exists, possible
influences of host genotype on the disease phenotype were investigated. Several animal studies
demonstrated a significant influence of host genotype on the severity of disease (142, 274). In
one study, susceptibility to RSV infection was examined in 8 different inbred mouse strains. The
most resistant strain was C57BL/6J, while BALB/cJ was a moderately susceptible strain, and
AKR/J mice were found to be the most permissive strain (274). Upon examination of clinical
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signs and viral titers recovered from backcross progeny infected with RSV, authors concluded
that susceptibility to RSV has to be influenced by multiple genes (274). In a separate study,
interferon (IFN)-γ dependent resistance to eosinophilia in C57BL/6 mice compared to BALB/cJ
was also confirmed (142). A genetic association with the severity of RSV infection in human
studies has been found for IL-8 , IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, CD14 and surfactant protein (SP)-A and SPD, (54, 103, 114, 118, 119, 133, 272, 286). During the RSV infection surface glycoprotein F
activates MyD88 pathway via pattern recognition receptor TLR4 and CD14 (163). Awomoyi et
al. recently showed that hyporesponsiveness of TLR4 could be associated with two single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the ectodomain of TLR. They also suggested that TLR4
SNPs could be correlated to premature birth, indicating the reason for increased incidents of
severe RSV infection in this population (16). In light of all these findings, it is apparent that
additional research is necessary to further investigate the causative role of these and other genetic
factors in the severity of RSV infections. Consequently, development of easier screening and
appropriate implementation of prophylactic measures for infants at high risk should be put in
place.

1.6 Role of Immunity in pathogenesis of Respiratory Syncytial Virus infection

Similar to other respiratory infections, both innate and acquired immune factors are
required for recovery from RSV infection. Although necessary, immune factors involved in
resolution of RSV infection play a substantial role in disease pathogenesis. This is confirmed by
the fact that RSV is not a highly cytopathic virus (157). For example, human studies
demonstrated absence of clinical improvement in cases where viral load in infected children was
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decreased up to 30-fold by administration of protective antibodies (180). Also, an association of
genetic polymorphisms for IL-8, and IL-4 with severity of RSV infection further implicates
immunopathology rather than just the cytopathic effect of the virus as a cause for augmentation
of clinical disease (141).

1.6.1 Involvement of Innate Immunity

Innate immune cells and their products are the first line of defense against RSV and other
pathogens. The importance of this arm of the immune response is exemplified by its role not
only in immediate defense but also in its ability to initiate and shape the development of the
specific, acquired immune response.
During the establishment of RSV infection, respiratory epithelial cells and resident
macrophages are predominantly targeted by the virus. Epithelial cells recognize RSV via
interaction of toll like receptor 4 (TLR4) and RSV surface protein F. This interaction triggers the
host cellular response characterized by the upregulation of the STAT and NF-kB pathways,
which leads to changes in cellular gene expression and increased production of several cytokines,
chemokines, surfactants and cell surface molecules (25, 115).
For instance, it was reported that hospitalized RSV-infected infants have decreased
concentrations of surfactant protein A in the broncho-alveolar lavage fluid (153). In addition, in
vitro studies revealed surface protein A’s ability to neutralize RSV infection by binding to the
fusion F protein, supporting its role in RSV pathology (98).
Following RSV infection, lung epithelial cells show an increase in the expression of
several cell-adhesion molecules including ICAM-1 (involved in the retention of neutrophils at
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the site of infection) as well as class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC-I) molecules (13)
that are involved in antigen-presentation (95). Furthermore, IL-1α, IL-6, IL-11, granulocytemacrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) are only
some of the proinflammatory and immunomodulatory cytokines produced by RSV-infected lung
epithelial cells (12, 85, 192, 208, 213).
Both human and animal studies confirmed the enhancement of chemokine production
during RSV infection (116, 165, 207). Chemokines are chemoatractant cytokines produced by
monocytes and epithelial cells that mediate recruitment to the respiratory tract during RSV
infection (122). Given that pathological damage of the lung tissue during severe RSV infections
is characterized by the influx of innate immune cells, the importance of chemokines in disease
pathogenesis can not be overlooked. Chemokines such as CXCL8 (IL-8), CCL2 (monocyte
chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1)), CCL3 (macrophage inflammatory protein-1α (MIP-1α)) and
CCL5 (regulated on activation, normal T cell expressed and secreted (RANTES)) are repeatedly
implicated as mediators in severe RSV infections (300).
It was shown that upregulation of neutrophil and T cell chemoatractant CXCL8 (IL-8)
could be linked to the severity of bronchiolitis mediated by excessive pulmonary neutrophilia
(103). Neutrophils, which represent over 90% of cells in the URT and over 70% in the LRT
during RSV infection, play both protective and disease-inducing roles during RSV infection (87).
Neutrophils express their protective role against RSV by destroying virus-infected cells via lytic
enzymes that are released during the process of neutrophil degranulation (305). Unfortunately,
the cytotoxic effect is non-specific and in addition to virus-infected cells many surrounding
healthy cells are inevitably damaged. CCL5 is a second cytokine that is very often associated
with severe illness after RSV infection. Stimulated by IFN-γ, IL-1α, IL-1β, and TNF-α, CCL5
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serves as a potent chemoatractant for monocytes, memory T cells, and eosinophils. Resembling
the action of neutrophils, eosinophils also lack specificity in their action, and inflict damage to
healthy by-stander cells in addition to RSV-infected ones (103).
The importance of CCL5 in disease severity is further supported by the observation that
increased levels of CCL5 were found in nasal lavage fluids from infants with RSV bronchiolitis
compared to those that were RSV-infected but without augmented clinical signs of disease (209).
A different study also revealed an increase in IL-12 production and significant reduction in
airway hyperreactivity following treatment with anti-CCL5 antibodies (288).
The role chemokines play in directing the development of an acquired immune response
was demonstrated by comparative studies of chemokine expression profiles during Th1- or Th2type responses induced by RSV in BALB/c mice. While increased levels of CCL2, CCL11
(chemoattractive mediator for eosinophils), and CXCL10 were found during a Th2-biased
response, the Th1-type response was marked by an increase in CCL3 levels (67, 258).
These data collectively demonstrate the important role chemokines play in determining
both the level of pulmonary inflammation and the type of immune cells recruited to the site of
infection. The role of dendritic cells (DCs), one of the specialized cellular members of the innate
immune response, will be discussed.

1.6.2 Involvement of Cytotoxic T Cells (CD8)

Abundant evidence supports the view that RSV-specific cytotoxic T cells (CTL) act as a
key immune factor involved in viral clearance (4). Similar to their role in other viral infections,
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CD8 T cells migrate to the site of RSV infection and act either by secreting cytokines that
activate other immune cells or by inducing apoptosis of infected epithelial cells via
perforin/granzyme or Fas/FasL mechanisms (179). Apart from their protective role in RSV
infections, there is a growing body of evidence that supports the belief that an exaggerated CTL
response is responsible for more severe manifestations of RSV disease (56).
On the other hand, studies of lung tissue from fatal cases of RSV infection in infants
revealed almost complete absence of natural killer (NK) and CD8 T cells, indicating an
inadequate immune response as a reason for fatality. Furthermore, the amount of lymphocyte –
derived cytokines was also negligible (315).
It is important to mention that CD8 T cells serve as a principal source of IFN-γ and that
mouse studies showed conflicting results regarding the role of lymphocyte–derived cytokines
like IFN-γ with regards to the disease severity. While some studies performed with IFN-γ
knockout mice uncovered a decrease in lung airway obstruction of RSV-infected compared to
wild-type animals (301), other studies showed an absolute requirement for the presence of IFN-γ
for protection (224).
Both protective and detrimental effects of CTLs in RSV infection were demonstrated in
several mouse animal studies. For instance, studies with immunodeficient mice with prolonged
persistent infection, showed that the presence of adequate amounts of RSV-specific CD8 T cells
leads to complete clearance of RSV (105). Similar results were obtained from adoptive transfer
studies in mice, where termination of RSV infection was observed following the transfer of
RSV-specific CD8 T cells (4, 42). Human studies also confirmed a protective role for CTLs. For
example, in two independent studies an association between a significant decrease in clinical
symptoms and an increase in the number of CTLs in the peripheral blood was observed in
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previously infected adults (18, 145). Nevertheless, adaptive transfer studies also showed that if
large numbers of RSV-specific CTLs were transferred to RSV-infected mice, viral clearance was
accompanied by acute pulmonary damage, which in some cases progressed into terminal damage
(42).
As previously mentioned, RSV infections tend to be more severe in infants under six
months of age (161). The role CD8 T cells play in this interesting trend was very elegantly
demonstrated in a study by Chiba et al. who measured the cytotoxic activity in infants six
months of age or older and five months of age or younger. Astonishingly, 60% of older infants
showed cytotoxic activity compared to only 25% of younger infants, indicating inappropriate
RSV specific CTL response as a possible cause for more severe manifestations of RSV infection
in younger infants (53).
Mouse studies also showed that RSV-specific CD8 T cells that migrate to the lungs of
infected mice show signs of functional impediment characterized by a decrease in cytotoxic
capacity and production of anti-viral cytokines (299). This finding indicates the presence of
tissue-specific CD8 down-regulatory mechanisms that can possibly impede proper CD8 T cell
function. At this point, the true nature of CTL involvement in the immunopathology of RSV
disease is still incompletely understood, and future research is necessary to resolve present
dilemmas.

1.6.3. Involvement of CD4 T Cells

Like CD8 T cells, CD4 T cells are involved in protection as well as RSV disease
augmentation (4). The CD4 T cells are generally divided into two classes. The first class
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represents the Th1 subset of CD4 T cells and is characterized by production of specific
cytokines, namely IL-2, IFN-γ, and TNF-α. The Th2 subset of CD4 T cells, is characterized by
production of IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10 and IL-13 (175).
In order to explain the enhancement of RSV disease as a result of the type of immune
response generated, the most useful model was derived from studies using FI-RSV conducted in
1966 and 1967. Those studies revealed that prior vaccination with FI-RSV led to more severe
disease upon infection with RSV. Vaccinated children did not show a decrease in the rate of
infection following RSV exposure, and most significantly, 80% of vaccinated children needed
hospitalization. Among those hospitalized, two died while the remaining patients showed a wide
range of respiratory illnesses including pneumonia, bronchiolitis, rhinitis, or bronchitis (155).
Postmortem microscopic examination of the deceased patients showed intense
inflammatory cell infiltrate, including mono- and polymorphonuclear cells, and massive
eosinophilia (201). It is of interest that a recent paper by Prince et al, 2001 (227) disputes that
eosinophilia is a primary marker of vaccine-enhanced RSV disease as the eosinophils observed
earlier might actually have been neutrophils. Furthermore, other groups found neutrophilic
alveolitis without the presence of eosinophilia in calves (97) and green monkeys (150).
The most commonly accepted explanation for the disease-augmenting response to the
vaccine is the development of an imbalance in the Th1- and Th2-lymphocyte response. Clinical
and histological findings in infants vaccinated with FI-RSV confirmed an unusual immune shift
toward a Th2-type response, in contrast to the expected Th1-type response seen during the
majority of viral infections (109). Additionally, mice vaccinated with FI-RSV showed a T cellmediated increase in lung pathology that was reversed upon treatment with IL-4- and IL-10specific monoclonal antibodies (58, 59, 308). It is interesting to mention that several studies
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demonstrated a predominant Th1-type response in murine models of RSV infection (17, 18, 43).
Contrary to non-vaccinated animals, in vaccine studies different types of responses were reported
depending on the type of vaccine used. For example, a Th1-type response with predominant
secretion of IFN-γ, IL-2 and production of IgG2a was seen in animals vaccinated with the F
protein, while a Th2-type response was seen in animals vaccinated either with FI-RSV or RSV
G protein (23, 146).
With respect to the RSV G protein, an interesting discovery was made while studying
mice vaccinated with this protein. Varga et al. showed that upon re-infection of mice vaccinated
with RSV G protein, the majority of G-specific CD4 T cells express the Vβ14 T cell receptor
(303). The involvement of this G-specific CD4 T cell subset in the severity of RSV disease was
confirmed when the pulmonary disease enhancement was diminished upon elimination of these
Vβ14-bearing CD4 T cells (224). Moreover, increased lung eosinophilia was reported in naïve
mice following passive administration of RSV G-specific CD4 T cells (3).
Conflicting findings regarding the role of CD4 T cells are numerous and derived from
both mouse and human studies. For instance, passive transfer studies showed augmentation of
lung pathology in mice that received CD4 T cells. However, the decrease in pulmonary virus
titers of infected mice upon treatment with CD4 T cell-enriched spleenocytes demonstrated a
protective role for CD4 T cells (4, 42).
Studies in humans confirmed the contradictory results from the animal model studies. For
instance, the role of IFN-γ, the hallmark cytokine of a Th1-type response, was investigated in
several human studies. A comparison of IFN-γ in nasopharyngeal washing between children with
severe and mild manifestations of RSV disease revealed increased production of IFN-γ in
children with severe clinical disease (302). In another study, IFN-γ was also found to be the most
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abundant cytokine in patients with clinically severe disease (35). In contrast, a strong Th2-biased
response marked by increased IL-4 production and pulmonary eosinophilia was found while
studying RSV infected infants 12 month of age or younger (161). A Th2-type response with high
IL-4 vs. IFN-γ ratios and low IFNγ, IL-12 and IL-18 mRNA expression was also found in
another study with infants with acute bronchiolitis (171).
Cortisol is a glucocorticosteroid involved in inhibition of IFN-γ production through its
direct action on T cells or indirectly through a decrease in IL-12 production. A recent study by
Pinto et al. showed a correlation between decreased IL-12 and IFN-γ production by PBMCs of
infants with severe RSV disease and high plasma cortisol levels in this population compared to
uninfected or RSV-infected infants with mild clinical manifestations (223).
Taken together, these results without a doubt prove the ability of RSV to induce both
Th1- and Th2-type responses, so further studies on the involvement of Th1- and Th2-types of
responses in disease augmentation are necessary (36).
Repeated re-infection with RSV in all age groups (119, 126) demonstrates the apparent
absence of long-lived protective immunity against RSV. It has been repeatedly shown that RSVspecific memory T cells are able to proliferate upon subsequent RSV challenge and that these
memory cells are mostly stored in the spleen (216, 242). In their work Richter et al.
experimentally proved that memory T cells found at the site of infection belonged to the “short
lived” effector memory T cells (characterized by IFN-γ but no IL-2 production), indicating the
absence of “long-lived” IL-2 producing central-memory T cells as a possible reason for the lack
of long-lasting protection (149, 242, 249, 250).
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1.6.3.1 Involvement of γ/δ T-cells

Although, rarely examined, a minor T-cell population characterized by the expression of
gamma-delta chain on the T cell receptor (γ/δTCR) has also been implicated in the
immunopathogenesis of RSV infection (10). Contrary to α/β T cells, this T cell subset has the
unique ability to recognize proteins directly, independent of the major histocompatibility
complex (175). In one longitudinal study of human infants infected with RSV, acute RSVinduced bronchiolitis was linked to decreased IFN-γ production by γ/δ T-cells. Two years later,
the infants that had reduced amounts of IFN-γ in the peripheral blood during the acute phase of
RSV-induced bronchiolitis were more likely to develop recurrent wheezing (10). This
observation provided evidence for a possible role for γ/δ T-cells. Perhaps a change in IFNγ production from this subset of T cells biases the α/β T cell immune response toward a Th2-type
response by altering the cytokine microenvironment.

1.6.4 Impact of Humoral Immunity

The protective role of RSV-specific antibodies is well documented in both human and
animal studies (125, 169, 229). IgM, IgA, and IgG of both serum and secretory type are present
upon RSV infection. Although they can be raised against the majority of RSV proteins, the
antibodies specific for the F and G proteins are most important for protection (100, 211, 296,
306). Though useful for protection against RSV, the antibody response is not enough for
resolution of RSV infection and involvement of cellular immunity is required for viral clearance.
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In RSV-infected patients, secretion of IgM starts after five to eight days and IgM can be
detected up to three months post-infection. Secretory IgA is induced during the first two to five
days after infection and is particularly important in protecting the upper respiratory tract.
Although short in duration during primary infection, this antibody can persists for a longer time
following re-infection (198). Both free and cell-bound IgA is detected in nasopharyngeal
secretions and reaches peak titers between day eight and thirteen post-infection (188).
In contrast to IgA, serum IgG is inefficient in protection of the upper respiratory tract.
Instead, their protective role is mostly confined to the lower respiratory compartment (228, 264).
During primary infection, the IgG response is slow and reaches peak titers 20-30 days after the
onset of symptoms. As expected, the secondary response is faster and significantly higher titers
are reached seven days post infection (312).
The role of IgE in RSV disease is not completely understood. An association of IgE with
persistent childhood wheezing after RSV infections early in life has been suspected in numerous
studies (314). Symptoms like rhinorrhea, wheezing and a dry cough usually seen with RSV
disease could all be induced by mast cell activation and histamine release mediated by IgE. In
addition, increased levels of RSV-specific free IgE in infants that have RSV-related wheezing
was reported (314). As a result, IgE is frequently implicated in the immunopathology of RSV
disease (311, 313).
The unfortunate augmentation of disease after re-infection in children vaccinated with FIRSV in the mid 1960s led researchers to believe in an antibody-mediated intensification of RSV
disease for many years. This idea was abandoned following the establishment of a protective role
for RSV-specific antibodies in numerous animal studies including cotton rats, mice and monkeys
(229, 282). Studies in humans also showed a decrease in the frequency of infections as well as a
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reduction in the clinical severity of RSV disease in patients that received RSV-specific
immunoglobulins and humanized monoclonal antibodies against RSV (110).
As previously mentioned, RSV disease is more severe in infants younger than six months
of age (51, 52). However, all full-term infants have transplancentally transferred RSV-specific
antibodies with titers that are similar to maternal titers but decrease over time (21, 154).
Furthermore, reports of increased severity of RSV disease in infants with low RSV antibody
titers confirmed the protective role of maternal antibodies (101).
It is not clear why infants between two and six months of age show signs of more severe
clinical disease after RSV infection. One explanation could be that titers of maternally
transferred antibodies fall below protective concentrations two months post-delivery (247). For
example, it was reported that the secreted form of the G protein, sG, accounts for 80% of the
total amount of G protein in the first 24 hours post-infection, compared to only twenty percent in
the progeny virus (127). Thus, it is possible that decreased levels of maternally transferred
antibodies, after the first few months of life, are more easily inactivated by this secretory form of
the G protein. Another explanation could be that passively transferred maternal antibodies
interfere with the infant’s own immune response (199). It was shown that children older than six
months of age generally have protective IgM, IgA and IgG levels that are significantly higher
than those in their younger counterparts, demonstrating the importance of age in the
establishment of an appropriate antibody response against RSV (275).
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1.7. Dendritic cell involvement

Numerous studies implicated DCs as important, if not crucial, in the induction of the
immune response against RSV. What is unique about these specialized cellular members of the
innate immune response is their ability to effectively initiate an antigen-specific response in
naive T cells (132).
Dendritic cells are antigen presenting cells (APC) that originate in bone marrow and
circulate in blood as CD34 precursor cells. This precursor population can differentiate into
macrophages, granulocytes or DCs depending on the presence of external growth factors (143,
144). The presence of GM-CSF and TNF-α, for example, initiate development of DCs from
human cord blood-derived CD34 precursor cells in vitro (44).
Two different subsets of DCs that differ in phenotype, localization and function have
been identified in mice (11, 144, 253, 254). Both plasmacytoid and myeloid DC populations
express β2 integrin CD11c, costimulatory molecules CD40 and CD86, as well as class II major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) (134, 152). Several markers are used to distinguish between
these two populations. The most reliable one is CD45R, also known as B220, which is present on
plasmacytoid and absent on myeloid DCs. On the other hand, myeloid DCs are characterized by
the expression of β2 integrin CD11b (15, 71). As mentioned earlier, these two subsets also show
different localizations and functions. Plasmacytoid dendritic cells are predominantly localized to
the

T cell-rich areas of secondary lymphoid organs, compared to the peripheral tissue

localization of myeloid DCs. Furthermore, plasmacytoid DCs are less phagocytic and produce
higher levels of IL-12 than myeloid DCs (170, 237, 276). In contrast, myeloid DCs prime
allogeneic CD4 and CD8 T cells more efficiently than plasmacytoid DCs in vitro (162, 284).
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In agreement with their role as sentinel cells, DCs are located at the sites of the body
where maximal microbial encounters take place. Those sites include the skin, lung and intestines
(166). Although derived from a common precursor, DCs show phenotypical heterogeneity
depending on the site where they reside. Interestingly, significant phenotypic heterogeneity was
also found among DCs within different compartments of the respiratory tract itself (166). The
exact roles of all these phenotypically different DCs have not yet been completely elucidated, but
most probably these differences are related to slight differences in their function.
Dendritic cells circulate in blood as precursor DCs before entering into peripheral tissues
where they become resident immature DCs that constantly monitor their environment. Under
inflammatory conditions, inflammatory chemokines such as macrophage inflammatory protein
(MIP)-1α and β monocytes chemotactic protein (MCP) are produced by epithelial cells, and act
as potent migratory attractants for immature DCs through a chemokine receptor CCR-6dependent mechanism (226). Following the migratory signal, immature DCs accumulate rapidly
at the site of inflammation where they take up and process antigens. Several specialized
mechanisms facilitate this extremely efficient function of immature DCs. Their capacity to take
up soluble antigens through macropinocytosis and their ability to phagocytose microbial particles
and mediate endocytosis via cell surface receptors like Ig Fc, mannose and DEC-205 receptors,
are some of the mechanisms involved in antigen uptake (184, 248, 277, 285). Furthermore,
immature DCs have a unique MHC class II compartment that allows them to rapidly process and
present antigens via MHC II molecules (45, 222).
Following antigen uptake and processing, DCs migrate via afferent lymphatics toward the
draining lymph nodes where they interact with naive T cells and initiate antigen-specific immune
responses (61, 93, 225). This migration is facilitated by the upregulation of chemokine receptor
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CCR7 whose ligand MIP-3β is constitutively expressed in T cell areas of the draining lymph
nodes (107). After antigen uptake, DC maturation takes place. The most effective inducers of DC
maturation are LPS, dsRNA, CpG oligonucleotides, CD40L on T cells, and inflammatory
cytokine such as TNFα (46, 273). During the process of maturation, immature DCs undergo
significant morphological and functional changes including a decreased capacity to take up and
process antigens and increase in the expression of the Ag-presenting molecule MHC class II and
accessory molecules such as CD40, CD80 (B7-1), and CD86 (B7-2) (167, 236). Furthermore,
loss of sensitivity to inflammatory cytokines and increased responsiveness to lymphoid cytokines
is accomplished by changes in the types of secretory chemokines and chemokine receptors, such
as CCR6 and CCR7, that immature and mature DCs express (166).
Numerous studies revealed the pivotal role DCs play in the development of tolerance,
memory and Th1/Th2 polarization (37, 72, 220). One of the simplest models that explains DC-T
cell interaction describes the factors involved in the appropriate initiation of the adaptive
immune response. According to this model, the type of response mounted depends on the type
and quantity of antigen presented via MHC molecules, the existence of adequate amounts of
costimulatory molecules and the presence of an appropriate cytokine microenvironment. For
example, inappropriate expression of costimulatory molecules leads to

T cells anergy and

apoptosis (173). Furthermore, secretion of IL-12 by DCs was found to play an important role in
finalizing T cell differentiation into Th1 or Th2 effector cells. While IL-12 production by DCs
leads to a Th1-bias, the absence of IL-12 production is linked to a Th2-type response (173).
With respect to RSV, a constant increase in the number of mature DCs was found in a
mice infected with RSV revealing the potential of RSV to induce DC maturation during the
establishment of infection (24). Human studies also showed an increased production of Th2-type
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cytokines, IL-10 and IL-4, and a decrease in the Th1-type cytokine IFN-γ by cord blood-derived
DCs in RSV-infected infants (20). In their study, Boogaard et al. reported differential activation
of myeloid and plasmacytoid bone marrow-derived DCs upon RSV infection in vitro (31). While
myeloid DCs infected with RSV showed up-regulation of costimulatory maturation markers and
enhanced T cell proliferation, plasmacytoid DCs failed to induce these kinds of changes, but
instead produced significant amounts of IFN-α, an important cytokine during an antiviral
response (31). In contrast, a different study also showed up-regulation of maturation markers, but
the ability of RSV infected-monocyte-derived human DCs to induce T cell proliferation was
decreased and the cytokine production was suppressed (70).
The role of DCs in determining the type of effector T cell proliferation was supported by
a mouse study in which the majority of lung DCs were of the myeloid CD8α- type in contrast to
the plasmacytoid CD8α+ phenotype (173). In vitro studies showed that production of high levels
of the Th2 cytokines IL-4, IL-5 and IL-10 was mediated by CD8α-, while a predominantly Th1
cytokine profile with IFN-γ and IL-2 production was seen in T cells activated by CD8α+
dendritic cells (121, 236).
As previously mentioned, RSV infections are frequently more severe in infants, and the
maturational state of DCs in infants was implicated as one of the possible causes for agedependent augmentation of RSV infections. Animal studies showed a post-natal delay in the
development of the class II MHC (Ia) DC population in the respiratory tract and a low density
within respiratory epithelia, compared with other tissues. These differences ceased to exist in
older animals (202). Collectively, these results classify DCs as pivotal cells during an innate
immune response, and identify their role in orchestrating the development of an adaptive
immune response against a given microbial insult.
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Given that the maturation state of DCs could be altered depending on the local
microenvironment, mainly by the presence of proinflammatory and immunomodulatory
cytokines produced by RSV-infected lung epithelial cells, the role of epithelial cells in immune
regulatory mechanisms was a predictable field of research in the last few years. For instance,
even though the precise regulatory mechanisms that keep DCs in peripheral sites in the immature
state are unknown, it was proposed that there are a number of tissue-derived factors capable of
inhibiting DC maturation. These include IL-10, which is known to inhibit DC maturation and
block Th1-priming via inhibition of IL-12 secretion (177). Prostaglandin (PG)E2 also inhibits
production of IL-12, nitric oxide (NO) and epithelial cadherin, all expressed by the epithelial
cells (73, 281). The degree of cross-talk between epithelial cells and DCs has been closely
observed in the gastro-intestinal tract and the skin (32, 206). A study done by Rimoldi et al.
confirmed the regulatory role of intestinal epithelial cells for DCs. They demonstrated that
intestinal DCs responded differently depending on the invasiveness of the bacteria and that
complete induction of DC activation mediated by bacterial and epithelial cell factors was present
only when invasive bacterial strains were used. This observation finding indicated epithelial cells
and not DCs as central cells for recognition of “danger” signals (245). Skin studies also revealed
an important role for epithelial cells in regulating DCs function. Ligation of epithelial-cell
secreted E-cadherin to the surface receptors on DCs abrogated DC maturation, and hence
influenced their function (243).
Apart from the influence of epithelial factors such as IL-10, (PG)E2, and NO on the
function of lung DCs, the mechanisms by which airway epithelial cells influence DC migration,
maturation and activation are not completely understood. Research in this field is stalled due to
the logistical difficulties linked to isolation of satisfactory numbers of airway DCs. Thus, the
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need to develop satisfactory models for studying DC interactions with epithelial cells and other
cellular factors is paramount.

1.8. Animal Models for Studying Respiratory Syncytial Virus

Animal models are crucial to understand the mechanism of disease enhancement during
RSV infection and for the development of safe and effective vaccines. Although not ideal in all
aspects, animal models are useful in predicting the effects of key genetic and environmental
factors involved in pathogenesis, as well as identifying protective antigens. A number of animal
models have been used to study RSV disease, and the effect of FI-RSV, which is the best studied
model of RSV disease augmentation, is amazingly similar in all species studied, including mice,
cotton rats, cattle, and primates (74, 227, 257, 307).
Almost seventeen years after unsuccessful attempts by Coates and Chanock (55) to
establish a murine animal model for RSV, Prince et al. (233) successfully established resistance
/susceptibility patterns for RSV infection in twenty inbred mouse strains. This work allowed
insight into RSV-induced immunopathogenesis which had been not possible before. Of special
value were the studies that depict different cytokine profiles induced by various immunization
strategies. For example, it is widely accepted that enhanced disease in the FI-RSV mouse model
is influenced by T cells. Studies in FI-RSV-immunized Balb/c mice showed a noticeable increase
in the expression of IL-5, IL-10 and IL-13, which are common Th2-type cytokines. There was a
corresponding decrease in the expression of IL-12, indicating a bias toward a Th2-type response
as a possible cause of increased inflammation (308). Unfortunately, slightly different cytokine
profiles were observed in different strains of mice, indicating a future need for large-scale
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parallel studies (40). In any case, mouse models have several advantages compared to other
animal models. The availability of inbreed, congenic, knock-out and transgenic strains, the vast
array of specific immunological reagents, the easy availability and the low cost of mice are only
some of the advantages of this model (40).
Cotton rats are another very useful model for studying RSV infection. As early as the
nineteen-seventies, when Dreizin et al. (82) investigated histological changes in the lungs of
RSV-infected cotton rats, the usefulness of this animal model was obvious. Since cotton rats are
100-fold more susceptible to RSV when compared to mice, and also show increased
immunological responsiveness (106, 230), it was not surprising that cotton rats developed
FI-RSV vaccine-induced augmented RSV disease that closely mimicked that in humans (232).
Many therapeutic studies were performed using cotton rats, including studies on the effect of
ribavirin on viral replication (139) and prevention of pulmonary infection by serum neutralizing
antibodies (110, 229, 231). Some of these studies provided the basis for the establishment of
preventive RSV Ig treatment for children at risk in 1996 (40). Although useful, the use of the
cotton rat animal models have limitations due to the lack of inbreeding and the scarcity of
immunological reagents.
Bovine RSV is a bovine respiratory pathogen that causes disease in cattle similar to that
seen in humans infected with RSV (217). Formalin-inactivated BRSV causes enhanced disease
in BRSV-infected cattle in a way that closely resembles the symptoms seen in children
vaccinated with FI-RSV (257). On the other hand, a different study demonstrated reduction in
pulmonary pathology in BRSV-infected animals vaccinated with FI-BRSV prior to infection
(316). The major benefit of the BRSV infection model is the possibility to study an infection in
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its natural host. However, the high cost, the necessity of large animal facilities and the lack of
inbred strains makes the work with this model challenging.
Non-human primate models of RSV infection have been established for chimpanzees
(22), owl monkeys (234, 240), rhesus monkeys (22), African green monkeys (150), cebus
monkeys (241), squirrel monkeys (22), bonnet monkeys (269), and baboons (130).
Unfortunately, clinical and radiological signs of pulmonary RSV disease were demonstrated only
in a few cases. For example, significant histopathological changes in the lungs of rhesus
monkeys infected with RSV were documented, but only mild clinical disease was observed (22).
A study with African green monkeys demonstrated similar histopathological changes in FI-RSV
animals to those described in children who died after immunization, but the low number of
animals used in this study leaves the results open to interpretation (150). Similarly, studies in
chimpanzees, genetically the closest relatives of humans, described primary RSV infection (22),
but, the conclusions from this study were based on findings derived from only four animals, and
an insight into the nature of the infection was restricted to nasal tissue examination only.
Furthermore, the enhancement of disease in FI-RSV-vaccinated chimpanzees was never
scrutinized (57, 63-66, 140).
Collectively, the necessity for larger numbers of animals to be included in these kinds of
studies in order to get significant results creates a major setback. Also, the lack of immunological
reagents further complicates research in this field. Keeping in mind that the use of chimpanzees,
closest to humans genetically, is severely limited due to the extremely high cost associated with
purchasing and housing of these animals, the prospect for using this model in the future is very
limited.
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1.9 Pneumonia Virus of Mice

1.9.1. Virus Classification and Characteristics

As previously mentioned, Pneumonia Virus of Mice (PVM) is a murine counterpart of
human RSV (HRSV) and a member of the genus Pneumovirus, of the family Paramyxoviridae
(291). In 1939, Horsfall and Hahn isolated PVM from lung tissue of asymptomatic mice.
Surprisingly, passage of this lung tissue supernatant into healthy mice resulted in disease
characterized by fatal pneumonia (137, 138). Numerous studies also demonstrated the ability of
PVM to infect other laboratory rodent species (291), and several wild rodent species and
mammals including humans were found to be seropositive for PVM as well (84, 136, 191, 221,
235). In addition, Pringle and Eglin reported that close to 80% of the population in the United
Kingdom tested seropositive for PVM, indicating wide-spread human infection with this or
serologically closely related viruses (235).
Characterized by Krempl and colleagues, the genome of this virus without doubt shows
similarities in gene order with other members of the Pneumovirus genus. The genome of PVM
encodes 10 mRNAs that are translated into 12 major proteins, 11 of which are equivalent to
HRSV proteins (160). In their study, Krempl and colleagues demonstrated that apart from the
absence of overlapping ORFs in P mRNA, the PVM gene map, NS1-NS2-N-P-M-SH-F-G-M2L, was a precise match with that of HRSV, thus indicating PVM as the phylogenetically closest
known relative of HRSV (160).
Presently, two strains of PVM are used in research laboratories, PVM strain 15 which is
available at American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and strain J3666 which was maintained
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by serial passage in mice. Although several research groups reported strain 15 as nonpathogenic
in mice (28, 60, 76), recent studies demonstrated that the severity of the disease and clinical
signs in mice infected by J3666 and the ATCC-acquired strain 15 were virtually impossible to
differentiate (77, 159). A comparison of the genome sequences between J3666 and strain 15
showed a limited number of differences (291).
It is believed that both strains originated from the same virus isolate, but that the strain 15
virus maintained in BSC-1 primate cells acquired a deletion in the cytoplasmic tail of the G
protein (239). Most probably this mutated virus was used in the studies that initially reported the
inability of PVM strain 15 to cause disease in different strains of mice. In 2004, an analysis of
the complete gene sequence of the ATCC-acquired strain 15 confirmed the absence of any G
protein mutations, providing additional evidence that strain 15 is not an intrinsically nonpathogenic strain (159).

1.9.2. Rationale for use as Animal Model for Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infection

Although several groups have studied RSV pathogenesis in rodent models (27, 307, 309),
RSV is not a murine pathogen and does not closely duplicate the clinical disease in humans. A
comparative study of the characteristics of RSV infection in humans and mice and PVM
infection in mice very elegantly illustrated that mice infected with HRSV showed only mild
mononuclear cell infiltration and no eosinophil recruitment. Acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) (60, 76, 78) was also absent. Furthermore, the inoculum required for the initial infection
was up to 2 million plaque-forming units (PFU) and the peak lung viral titers were lower than the
titer of the inoculum, suggesting an inability of the virus to successfully replicate in mouse lungs
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(79). In contrast, PVM is a natural rodent Pneumovirus pathogen. Intranasal inoculation with as
little as 30 PFU leads to massive virus replication in situ, with virus titers reaching as high as 108
pfu/g in lung tissue 5-7 days post inoculation, depending on the strain of mouse used (76).
Depending on the size of the inoculum, virus replication is associated with a severe
inflammatory bronchiolitis and pneumonia that in some cases progresses to ARDS and death
(79). Several studies also demonstrated that the chemokine response to PVM in mice imitates
those described for severe HRSV infections (29, 30, 123). Virus replication is accompanied by a
substantial influx of granulocytes, comparable to what has been observed for severe RSV
infection in humans (79, 111, 123). Severe infections with PVM lead to significant morbidity
and mortality of infected animals, yet another feature not seen in mice infected with HRSV.
Although there is still uncertainty as to what degree PVM infection in mice is analogous
to HRSV infection in infants, an investigation of the process of PVM infection in its natural host
has the potential for detection of relevant markers for HRSV infection in humans.
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2.0 Hypothesis

I tested a hypothesis that infection with Pneumovirus leads to impaired phenotypic and
functional profiles of BM-DCs.
This hypothesis was tested using following objectives:

1.

Establishment of procedures for propagation and quantitation of PVM strain 15 in
BHK-21 cells

2.

Evaluation of the effects of PVM infection in Balb/c and C57/Bl mice in vivo

3.

Evaluation of the effects of live and killed PVM on the functional properties of
BM-DCs in Balb/c and C57/Bl mice ex vivo.
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3.0 Materials and Methods

3.1 Media, Cell lines, and Virus

Baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells (ATCC CCL-10) were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA). BHK-21 cells were maintained in minimum
essential medium (MEM) (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington, ON, Canada) with 2 mM
L-glutamine and 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 1.0 mM sodium
pyruvate, and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (SeraCare Life Science, Oceanside, CA, USA).
Cells were propagated in T-150 (150 cm2) tissue culture flasks (FalconTM BD Bioscience, San
Jose, CA, USA) and incubated at 37 OC, 5% CO2. After 2-3 days of incubation, 100% confluent
BHK-21 monolayers were collected and a single cell suspension was transferred to new T-150
tissue culture flasks. Harvesting of the 100% confluent BHK-21 cells monolayer was performed
by

replacing

the

culture

medium

with

10

ml

Versene

(0.07

mM

disodium

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1.10 mM dextrose, 2.68 mM potassium chloride, 137
mM sodium chloride and 9.58 mM sodium phosphate monobasic; Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.,
Oakvile, ON, Canada) and 0.5% of trypsin. Rounding up of the cells was confirmed by
examination of cells under the microscope. Once the cells were rounded up, the versene-trypsin
solution was taken of the cells and after a single forceful tap at the bottom of the flask, the cells
were collected by gently pipetting culture media over the cell monolayer. BHK-21 cells are fast
growing cells and were subcultured three times per week at 1:4 ratios.
Pneumonia Virus of Mice (PVM) Strain 15 was obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA), and maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
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Medium High Glucose 1X (DMEM-Glutamax) (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington,
ON, Canada) supplemented with 10 mM Hepes (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington,
ON, Canada), 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington,
ON, Canada), 50 μg/ml Gentamicin Reagent (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington, ON,
Canada) and 2% heat-inactivated FBS (SeraCare Life Science, Oceanside, CA, USA), referred
later as complete DMEM.

3.2 Stock Virus Preparation

Pneumonia Virus of Mice was propagated in BHK-21 cells. Briefly, 100% confluent
BHK-21 cells cultured in T-150 flasks were subcultured 1:3 one day before infection with PVM.
The next day the cells were between 65% and 75% confluent. Cell culture medium was replaced
with DMEM-Glutamax supplemented as above. The cells were infected with PVM at a
multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1. Flask filter caps were sealed with parafilm (Pechiney Plastic
Packaging, Menasha, WI, USA) to prevent CO2 loss and contamination, and incubated for three
hours at 37

O

C with constant rocking on a rocker platform (Labnet International, INC,

Woodbridge, NY, USA). Subsequently, an additional four milliliter of DMEM-Glutamax
medium was added and infected cells were incubated at 37 OC and 5% CO2 until rounding up of
the cells was visible under the microscope. Once a cytopathic effect was present, usually three
days post infection, infected cells were collected by scraping them from the surface of the flask
with a 25 cm cell scraper (FalconTM BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA). Collected cells and
culture medium were aliquoted, stored at -80 OC, and used as a virus stock.
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3.3 Virus Plaque Assay

In order to quantitate PVM, a standard plaque assay was used with slight modifications.
BHK-21 cells were collected from a 100% confluent monolayer using versene-trypsin treatment
as described in section 3.1. The single cell suspension was counted using a Bright-Line
haemacytometer (Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA, USA), and the cell concentration was
adjusted to 8x105 cells per milliliter by addition of the appropriate volume of MEM with 2 mM
L-glutamine and Earle’s salts adjusted to contain 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, 1.0 mM sodium pyruvate, and 10% FBS. Twenty-five microliters cells and
75 μl MEM, were added per well of flat-bottom 96-well microtiter plates (Corning Incorporated,
Corning, NY, USA) using a multichanel pipettor and sterile pipette tips. The cells were
incubated for 24 hours at 37 OC and 5% CO2, and infected with PVM by replacing the culture
medium with 100 μl ten-fold serial dilutions of virus in DMEM-Glutamax supplemented as
above.
All dilutions were made in triplicate wells. Following a three hours incubation at 37 OC
and 5% CO2 the culture medium was replaced with 200 μl per well of DMEM-Glutamax
supplemented as above. Flat-bottom 96-well microtiter plates (Corning Incorporated, Corning,
NY, USA) were again incubated at 37 OC and 5% CO2 for 48 hours. At this point the cells were
ready for the immunostaining assay.
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3.3.1. Immunohistochemistry

The culture medium was gently removed from the flat-bottom 96-well microtiter plate
(Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) using a multichanel pipettor and replaced with
100 μl per well of cold acetone-methanol solution in a ratio of 3:1. After addition of acetonemethanol solution, the plates were incubated for 15 minutes at -20 OC. The acetone-methanol
solution was gently removed and the cells were rinsed once with 100 μl ice-cold 1 X PhosphateBuffered Saline (PBS) pH 7.3, 0.05 molarity (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington, ON,
Canada) per well. Subsequently, the cells were washed three times for five minutes with ice-cold
PBS with constant rocking on the Rocker 35 rocking platform (Labnet International, INC,
Woodbridge, NY, USA). After washing, 200 μl of 5% goat serum (Invitrogen Canada Inc.,
GIBCO, Burlington, ON, Canada) in PBS per well was added to the cells. The cells were
incubated at room temperature (RT) for one hour on the rocking platform, and washed again
twice for five minutes with PBS at RT and constant rocking on the Rocker 35 rocking platform
(Labnet International, INC, Woodbridge, NY, USA). Subsequently, 100 μl N-specific rabbit
polyclonal antibody diluted 1:800 in PBS with 1% goat serum (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO,
Burlington, ON, Canada) was added to the cells. The cells were incubated at RT for one hour on
the rocking platform, rinsed once with PBS and washed with rocking once for ten minutes and
twice for five minutes. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG
(Zymed Laboratories Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA) diluted 1:800 in PBS with 1% goat serum
(Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington, ON, Canada) was added at 100 μl per well. The
cells were incubated for one hour with rocking in the dark. After the incubation the cells were
washed three times for five minutes in the dark, and finally 100 μl PBS per well was added and
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the plate was covered with aluminum foil to preserve the FITC signal. The plates were examined
with an Axiovert microscope (Carl Zeiss Canada Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada). The virus titer was
determined as the number of plaques x dilution x 10 to convert to plaque forming units per
milliliter.

3.4 Pneumonia Virus of Mice inactivation by ultraviolet irradiation

Ultraviolet (UV) irradiation of PVM was carried out in a specially designed cabinet with
a germicidal fluorescent bulb (G8T5, General Electric, NY, USA) positioned at the top of the
cabinet. An UVX digital radiometer (Ultra Violet Products, Inc., San Gabriel, CA, USA) was
used to determine the exact dose of ultraviolet irradiation. An UV-dose of 3.7 mJ/cm2/sec was
measured. Since different UV doses were measured depending on the distance of the UVX
digital radiometer from the germicidal fluorescent bulb, all PVM samples were aliquoted in
35 mm tissue culture petri dishes (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) in one milliliter
volumes and kept at the same distance from the germicidal fluorescent bulb. PVM samples were
exposed to UV-doses of 0, 222, 444, 666, 888, 1110, 1332, 1554, 1776, 1998 and 2220 mJ/cm2.
The temperature change inside the chamber was monitored over the ten-minute period, and a
6 oC change from 22 oC to 28 oC was observed.
The dose required for PVM inactivation was determined by measuring the ability of
UV-irradiated samples to produce plaques on a BHK-21 cell monolayer. The plaque assay was
performed as described in 3.3.
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3.5 Mouse strains

In this study two series of experiments were performed, one using Balb/c (I-Ad) mice and
the other one using C57/Bl (I-Ab) mice. The mice were 8 weeks of age and purchased from
Charles River Laboratories Inc. (Wilmington, MA, USA).
Balb/c Albino mice originated from stock acquired by H.Bagg in 1913, while C57BL/6
originated from stock acquired from Jax F32 in 1951. Balb/c, the prototypic Th2 strain, is highly
susceptible to Leishmania major, in contrast to resistant C57BL/6, CBA/J and C3H/HeJ, which
usually are Th1 responding strains (168, 260). Balb/c is resistant to mouse adenovirus type 1 in
contrast to C57BL/6 (113).

3.6 Challenge of mice with Pneumonia Virus of Mice

Prior to infection, PVM stock virus was thawed and transferred to 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes
under sterile conditions. To release cell-associated virus, virus was sonicated five times with a
high-intensity ultrasonic processor (Betatek Inc, Toronto, ON, Canada) for 30 seconds. Ice was
present in the sonication tube at all times. The necessary dilutions were made using complete
DMEM without FBS as a diluent. The tubes were kept on ice at all times. On day 0, three to six 8
week-old mice were put under light anesthesia using isoflurane (Baxter Corporation,
Mississauga, ON, Canada), and inoculated intranasally with 30, 100, 300 or 3000 pfu in a total
volume of 30 μl or 50 μl. The precise numbers of mice used in each experiment are provided in
the figure legends. Control mice were inoculated intranasally with complete DMEM without
FBS. A standard method was used to evaluate the infectious process from day 0 to day seven
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post inoculation based on weight measurement, clinical signs and changes in overall appearance.
On day seven the mice were euthanized and the lungs were evaluated for macroscopic and
microscopic lesions as well as for virus replication.

3.7 Collection of Lungs for Virus Quantitation and Histopathology

Lungs from PVM-challenged and control mice were collected on day six or seven postinfection for virus quantitation and histopathology. Briefly, mice were euthanized by overdose
with Halothane anesthesia (Halocarbon Products Corporation, River Edge, NJ, USA). The thorax
was surgically opened and the right lung was collected in collection tubes. The collection tubes
consisted of 2 ml screw-cap tubes (VWR International, Mississauga, ON, Canada) that were
filled half-full with 2.4 mm zirconia beads (BioSpec Products Inc, Bartlesville, Oklahoma) and
autoclaved. At the day of collection, the tubes were filed with 1.5 ml of lung medium under
sterile conditions. Lung medium consisted of complete DMEM without FBS, supplemented with
Aprotinin 1:1000 (v/v) (10 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd., Oakvile, ON, Canada),
Leupeptin 1:1000 (v/v) (10 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd., Oakvile, ON, Canada),
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) 1:100 (v/v) (100 mM) (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.,
Oakvile, ON, Canada), and EDTA 1:5000 (v/v) (0.5 M). The collection tubes with lung medium
were kept on ice before and after lung tissue collection. For lung homogenization a minibeadbeater (BioSpec Products Inc, Bartlesville, OK, USA) was used for 10 seconds at
2500g, followed by centrifugation for one minute at 10000g. The resulting lung homogenate
supernatants were used for virus titration as described in sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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At the time of lung tissue collection, the left lung was collected from each animal for
histopathology. Briefly, the trachea was clamped distally from the bifurcatio trachea, and the left
lung was perfused with buffered 10% neutral formalin (VWR International, Mississauga, ON,
Canada). Collected lungs were placed in histological cassettes and kept in 10% buffered neutral
formalin (VWR International, Mississauga, ON, Canada) until they were mounted on slides and
stained with haematoxylin and eosin.

3.8 Generation of Bone Marrow-derived Murine Dendritic Cells

A procedure for generation of bone marrow-derived murine DCs was developed
according to a procedure by Lutz et al. (174), with minor modifications. Female BALB/c or
C57/Bl mice were sacrificed by Halothane overdose (Halocarbon Products Corporation, River
Edge, NJ, USA) and skinned down. The femurs and tibiae of the mice were removed, washed in
PBS and cleaned of the surrounding muscles by rubbing with Kleenex tissues. Subsequently,
intact bones were left in 70% ethanol for two minutes for disinfection and washed with PBS. The
ends of the bones were cut with scissors and the marrow was flushed with PBS using a syringe
with a 0.45 mm diameter needle. Clusters within the marrow suspension were dispersed by
vigorous pipetting. The cell suspension was centrifuged for eight minutes at 311g using a Sorvall
LegendTM T/RT centrifuge (Kendro Laboratory Products, Newtown, CT, USA), and the resulting
pellet was treated with 0.84% Tris-Ammonium Chloride (0.17 M Tris, 0.16 M NH4Cl, pH 7.2)
for five minutes. The reaction was stopped by adding PBS. The cells were washed twice with
PBS and then resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington,
ON, Canada), supplemented with 20 ng/ml murine GM-CSF (PeproTech Inc., Rocky Hill, NJ,
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USA). The resuspended bone marrow cells were cultured in six-well tissue culture plates
(Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) at an initial concentration of ~ 1×106/ml in a volume
of 4 ml per well.
The cells were incubated at 37 OC and 5% CO2 for three days. Subsequently, the medium
was gently removed and 4 ml fresh complete RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20 ng/ml
murine GM-CSF (PeproTech Inc., Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) was added per well. On day five 50%
of the medium was replaced with fresh complete RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with
medium containing 20 ng/ml murine GM-CSF.

3.9 Flow cytometric analysis

To evaluate how PVM proteins influence the expression of costimulatory molecules, DCs
were infected with PVM, or UV-inactivated PVM at a MOI of 5, treated with an equivalent
amount of BHK-21 cell lysate, or 1 μg per milliliter lipopolysaccharide (LPS), or left untreated.
Twenty-four hours post treatment, the DCs were centrifuged at 311g using a Sorvall LegendTM
T/RT centrifuge (Kendro Laboratory Products, Newtown, CT, USA) for 10 minutes and washed
once in PBS. The collected single cell suspensions were counted with a bright-line
hemacytometer (Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA), and the cell concentrations were adjusted to
1x106 cells per milliliter by addition of appropriate volumes of PBS.
The DCs were plated at 5 x 105 cells per well in round-bottom 96-well tissue culture
plates (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY), and incubated on ice in the dark for 45 minutes with
FITC-conjugated monoclonal antibody (mAb) specific for I-Ad (AMS-32-1), I-Ab (AF6-120.1),
CD40 (3/23, rat IgG2a), CD86 (GL1, rat IgG2a), CD19 (1D3) or phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated
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anti-mouse CD11c (integrin αx chain) (HL3). Antibodies were purchased from BD Biosciences
Pharmingen (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA). After incubation, the cells were washed three
times with 200 μl/well cold PBS and the final pellet was resuspended in 200 μl 2%
paraformaldehyde. A FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA) was
used for data acquisition and the data were analyzed with Cell Quest software (BD Bioscience,
San Jose, CA, USA).

3.10 Endocytosis Assay

To evaluate how PVM proteins influence the capacity of DCs to take up soluble antigens
from the culture medium, DCs infected with PVM, an UV inactivated PVM, or treated with
BHK-21 cells lysate or 1 μg/ml LPS, and untreated DCs were incubated with FITC-dextran
(Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd., Oakvile, ON, Canada) and endocytosis was monitored. Twentyfour hours post infection the DCs were collected, centrifuged at 311g using a Sorvall LegendTM
T/RT centrifuge (Kendro Laboratory Products, Newtown, CT, USA) for 10 minutes and washed
twice in complete RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington, ON, Canada). The
collected single cell suspensions were counted using a Bright-Line hemacytometer (Hausser
Scientific, Horsham, PA, USA), and the cell concentration was adjusted to 2x106 cells per
milliliter by addition of an appropriate volume of complete RPMI. Four hundred microliters of
these cell suspensions were transferred into two 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes, at 200 μl per tube, and 1
mg/ml FITC-dextran in PBS was added to each tube. Control tubes were wrapped with foil and
left on ice for 30 minutes. A hole was made in the top of the test tubes in order to release
pressure and the tubes were incubated at 37 OC for 30 minutes. After the incubation the cells
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were centrifuged three times at 350g for five minutes in a table top centrifuge (EpppendorfAG,
Hamburg, Germany) at 4 OC. Each time the pellet was resuspended in 500 μl cold PBS. The final
cell pellet was resuspended in 200 μl 2% paraformaldehyde in ddH2O. Uptake of FITC-dextran
by DCs was assessed by flow cytometry. A FACSCalibur (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA)
was used for data acquisition and the data were analyzed with Cell Quest software (BD
Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA).

3.11 Isolation of Lymphocytes

Spleens from Balb/c and C57/Bl mice were collected in polypropylene 15 ml centrifuge
tubes (FalconTM BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA) filled with five milliliter MEM
supplemented with 10 mM Hepes and 50 μg/ml Gentamicin Reagent (Invitrogen Canada Inc.,
GIBCO, Burlington, ON, Canada). The spleens and media were poured into 100 μm cell
strainers (FalconTM BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA) placed in petri dishes (VWR
International, Mississauga, ON, Canada). Excess fat was removed and the spleens were cut into
small pieces with scissors. Glass syringe plungers were used to gently tease spleens through the
cell strainers. The cell strainers were washed with five milliliter MEM supplemented with 10
mM Hepes, and 50 μg/ml Gentamicin Reagent (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington,
ON, Canada). The cells were gently resuspended and returned to 15 ml centrifuge tubes on ice.
After five minutes a Pasteur pipette was used for removal of clumps that may have settled. Then
the cells were centrifuged at 311g using a Sorvall LegendTM T/RT centrifuge (Kendro
Laboratory Products, Newtown, CT, USA) for 10 minutes at 4 OC. The resulting cell pellets were
resuspended in one milliliter of 0.84% Tris-Ammonium Chloride (0.17 M Tris, 0.16 M NH4Cl,
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pH 7.2) and incubated for 30 seconds. After addition of 10 ml MEM supplemented with 10 mM
Hepes, and 50 μg/ml Gentamicin Reagent (Invitrogen Canada Inc., GIBCO, Burlington, ON,
Canada) the cells were washed twice and the final cell pellets were resuspended in two milliliters
RPMI 1640 and kept on ice for T cell enrichment.

3.12 Nylon Wool Column for Spleen-derived T Cells

The splenocytes from C57BL/6 (H-2b) or Balb/c (H-2d) mice were isolated as described
in 3.11 and resuspended in two millilitres complete RPMI 1640 medium with 10 % FBS. T cellenriched

populations

were

obtained

using

Nylon

wool

fiber

Columns

(Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA, USA). Briefly, the stopcock was removed from the sterile
package and placed on the Luer tip of the syringe. The plunger was removed from the syringe,
and the column was washed gently several times with complete RPMI 1640 medium at room
temperature. The column was kept wet and free of air bubbles by gently tapping the sides of the
column during the washes.
After making sure that the column was uniformly wet, the stopcock was closed and the
prepared column was incubated for one hour at 37 OC. After the incubation the stopcock was
opened and the medium was drained to the top of the nylon wool column. One to two times 108
viable cells in a volume of 2 ml of medium were added per column, and medium was drained
until the cells had entered the packed wool. After closing the stopcock, the column was washed
with an additional 2 ml of medium until the wash medium entered the packed wool. The
stopcock was closed again and an additional 5 ml of medium was added to the column.
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Subsequently, the column was incubated for one hour at 37 OC. Nonadherent T-cells were
collected after incubation by gently washing the column twice.

3.13 Mixed Lymphocyte Reaction (MLR)

Spleen-derived T-cells collected as described in sections 3.11 and 3.12 were counted
using a bright-line hemacytometer (Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA, USA) and the cell
concentration was adjusted to 2 x 106 cells per milliliter by addition of the appropriate volume of
complete RPMI with 10% FBS. These cells were used as the responder cells in the MLR.
PVM-treated or control DCs were used as stimulator cells. The DCs were collected and
centrifuged at 311g using a Sorvall LegendTM T/RT centrifuge (Kendro Laboratory Products,
Newtown, USA) for 10 minutes and the resulting pellet was resuspended to a concentration of
2 X 105 cells per milliliter. These cells were then γ-irradiated (GamaCell 220, Cobalt 60
Irradiation Unit, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd, Commercial Products Division, Ottawa, ON,
Canada) at 5000 rads (6 minutes and 40 seconds at 749 RAD per minute). One hundred
microliters of irradiated DCs were plated at four-fold dilutions in triplicate in round-bottom 96well tissue culture plates (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY). One hundred microliters T cells
at a concentration of 2 x 106 cells per milliliter were then added to all wells. The resulting ratios
of stimulator vs. responder cells were 1:10, 1:40, 1:160 and 1: 640. The cells were cultured in
complete RPMI 1640, 10% FBS at 37 OC and 5% CO2 for three or five days. Eighteen hours
before collection the cell cultures were pulsed with 0.4 μCi/well of methyl 3[H] thymidine
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, AB, Sweden). On days three and five the cells were collected
using a Filter Mate harvester (Packard Bioscience Company, Meriden, Connecticut) and the
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radioactivity was determined with a Microplate scintillation & luminescence counter (Packard
Bioscience Company, Meriden, CT, USA). The results are expressed as mean counts per minute
(CPM) of triplicate wells. All the results were corrected for background readings derived from
wells with T cells only.

3.14 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

For the quantitative determination of murine interleukin 12 p70 (IL-12 p70)
concentrations in cell culture supernatants a Quantikine Mouse IL-12 p70 Immunoassay (R &D
Systems, Inc, Minneapolis, MN, USA) was employed. Samples from PVM-treated and control
cultures were collected, and small particulates were removed by centrifugation. The resulting cell
culture supernatants were aliquoted and stored at -20 OC. The IL-12 p70 assay was used as per
manufacturers recommendations. Briefly, all reagents, standards and samples were brought up to
RT before they where prepared as per manufacturer’s recommendations. Fifty microliters of
assay diluent RD1-14 was then added to each well of the provided 96-well microplate that was
pre-coated with monoclonal antibody specific for mouse IL-12 p70. Then 50 μl standard, control
or sample was added in duplicate. After one minute of mixing the samples by gentle tapping on
the edge of the plate, the plate was covered with adhesive strip and incubated for two hours at
RT. During this time any IL-12 p70 present was bound to the immobilized antibody. Unbound
substances were removed by washing five times with wash buffer, and then 100 μl of an
enzyme-linked polyclonal antibody specific for mouse IL-12 p70 was added to all wells. The
plates were incubated at RT for two hours, and washed again. After addition of 100 μl/well of
substrate solution, the plates were incubated in the dark for 30 minutes at RT. The reaction was
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stopped by addition of 100 μl per well of stop solution. The enzyme reaction produces blue color
that turns yellow when the reaction is stopped. The optical density was determined within 30
minutes, using a microplate spectrophotometer SpectraMAX 340PC (Molecular Devices
Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). To correct for optical imperfections in the plate readings at
570 nm were subtracted from the readings at 450 nm.

3.15 Immunoblotting

Western blotting was carried out according to the method of Burnette (39), with some
modifications. Briefly, proteins from PVM or UV-PVM infected BM-DCs were separated by
sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), according to the
method of Laemmli (164). Samples were resolved using 10% acrylamide and transferred
electrophoretically to a nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) in
buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine, and 20% (v/v) methanol, at 100 V for 1
hour. Following transfer, the membrane was blocked with Tris-buffered saline (TBS) containing
3% (w/v) skim milk powder, and then probed with rabbit α-N PVM antibodies, diluted 1:200 in
TBS containing 1% skim milk. Following washing with TBS containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20
(TBST), the membrane was incubated with alkaline phosphatese (AP)-conjugated goat antirabbit IgG (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), diluted 1:2,000 in TBS
containing 1% skim milk. Bound antibody was visualized using SigmaFastTM 5-bromo-4-chloro3-indolyl-phosphate (BCIP)/ nitroblue tetrazolium chloride (NBT) (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St.
Louis, MO, USA).
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4.0 Results

4.1. Virus Propagation and Quantitation

4.1.1 Virus Propagation

Pneumonia Virus of Mice Strain 15 obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
was propagated in a baby hamster kidney cell (BHK-21) line (ATCC CCL-10) as described in
the material and methods section.
Although several research groups reported PVM strain 15 as nonpathogenic in mice (28,
60, 76), recent studies demonstrated that the disease severity and clinical observations in mice
infected by J3666 and the ATCC-acquired PVM strain 15 were virtually impossible to
differentiate (77, 159). Most probably, studies that reported PVM strain 15 as non-pathogenic in
mice were performed with virus propagated in BSC-1 (monkey kidney) cells. This virus was
shown to have a deletion in the cytoplasmic tail of the attachment glycoprotein (G) and this
mutation was associated with the inability of PVM strain 15 to cause disease in different strains
of mice (28, 60, 76). Since analysis of a complete gene sequence of PVM strain 15 from ATCC
confirmed the absence of any G protein mutation, we decided to work with this virus strain
(159).
Due to conflicting reports found in the literature regarding the optimal temperature for
growth of PVM strain 15 in BHK-21 cells (124, 291), we propagated the virus at two different
temperatures, 33 oC and 37 oC. Balb/c mice (six per group) were intranasally inoculated with
high (5000 PFU) and low (30 PFU) inoculum doses of PVM grown at 33 oC or 37 oC. An
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inoculum volume of 50 μl per mouse was used. Changes in body weight were monitored for
seven days post inoculation. Representative results from two animal trials are depicted in Figure
4.1.1. We were unable to statistically analyze differences between test groups, since the test
animals from the same group were not individually assessed for weight changes. Instead the
results for each day represent average body weight variation compared to day 0 for six mice per
group. Nevertheless, a clear pattern was present in this and all following experiments. Animals
from the groups that received a low 30 PFU dose experienced little or no changes in body weight
regardless of whether the virus was grown at 33 oC or 37 oC. In contrast, animals inoculated with
5000 PFU showed weight loss on day four post infection. Furthermore, an apparent difference
was found among animals challenged with a high inoculum dose, with animals inoculated with
virus grown at 37 oC showing more dramatic body weight loss. Control animals did not loose
any weight throughout the experiment.
Clinical signs were monitored based on a scoring system adapted from Morton and
Griffiths (194). Three different categories of clinical signs were monitored: physical appearance,
unprovoked behavior and the response to external stimulation. As shown in Figure 4.1.2, clinical
signs confirmed that the animals inoculated with a high dose of virus grown at 37 oC showed
more rapid and more severe disease progression. On day seven post infection, control mice and
mice inoculated with 30 PFU of virus grown at 33 oC or 37 oC showed a 100% survival rate.
Animals inoculated with 5000 PFU of PVM propagated at 33 oC or 37 oC showed 66.6% and 0%
survival rates, respectively. Based on these results, we made the decision to propagate PVM
strain 15 at 37 oC and to use this viral stock for further studies.
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Figure 4.1.1- Body weight changes compared to day 0 for Balb/c mice (n=6), inoculated with
high (5000 PFU) or low (30 PFU) doses of PVM strain 15, propagated either at 33 oC or 37 oC.
Each point represents the average body weight change for six animals per group compared to
preinoculation control values for these animals. The average preinoculation weight was 18.53
grams for the groups inoculated with virus propagated at 33 oC and 18.36 grams for the groups
inoculated with virus propagated at 37 oC.
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Figure 4.1.2 – Scoring of clinical signs for Balb/c mice during the six-day period post infection.
Three categories of clinical signs were monitored: physical appearance, unprovoked behavior and
response to external stimulation. The scoring system was as follows: Panel A (physical
appearance) 0 - normal, 1 - lack of grooming, 2 - rough coat, nasal/ocular discharge, 3 - very
rough coat, abnormal posture, enlarged pupils. Panel B (unprovoked behavior) 0 - normal,
1 - minor changes, 2 - abnormal; reduced mobility, decreased alertness, inactive. Panel C
(behavioral response to external stimuli) 0 - normal, 1 - minor depression/exaggeration of
response, 2 - moderately abnormal response, 3 - comatose. For all categories of clinical signs a
score of 4 represents a dead animal.
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4.1.2 Virus Quantification

Several research groups have reported difficulties in consistent and reliable quantitation
of PVM virus, mainly because the PVM-induced plaques develop slowly, have relatively
indistinct borders, and are difficult to distinguish in cell cultures (83).
In order to overcome this problem we established an assay for the quantitation of PVM
virus. Slight modifications of a standard plaque assay were employed, in which infected BHK-21
cells were immunostained with rabbit polyclonal primary antibodies specific for the N protein of
PVM and goat α-rabbit FITC-labeled secondary antibodies. The resulting plaques were
visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Appearance of fluorescently stained plaques is shown in
Figure 4.1.3. Titers of PVM stock produced were measured to be 103-106 pfu/ml depending on
the viral passage.
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Figure 4.1.3 - Appearance of PVM-infected BHK-21 cells at 48 hours post infection. Infected
cells were stained with rabbit polyclonal primary antibodies specific for the N protein of PVM
and goat α-rabbit FITC-labeled secondary antibodies, and the resulting plaques were observed
under the fluorescence microscope. Panels A and panel B represent original ATCC PVM strain
15-infected BHK-21 cells and mock-infected BHK-21 cells respectively. Panels C and panel D
represent BHK-21 cells infected with a third passage of PVM propagated at 37 oC, and mock
infected BHK-21 cells respectively. Cells infected with PVM appear as bright green colored
cells. Original magnification 40 x.
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Figure 4.1.3
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4.2. Establishment of an Intranasal Pneumonia Virus of Mice Challenge Model in Balb/c Mice

In order to assess the effects of PVM infection on clinical disease, we used standard
methods for evaluation of the infectious process including clinical evaluation of infected animals
based on weight measurement, and clinical signs, assessment of macroscopic and microscopic
lung pathology, and evaluation of virus load in the lungs.

4.2.1 Body Weight Loss

Balb/c mice (three per group), were intranasally inoculated on day 0 with 0, 30, 100, 300
or 500 PFU of PVM strain 15 in a 50 μl inoculum volume. Control animals were inoculated with
the same volume of diluent. Clinical symptoms and body weights were monitored for seven days
post infection. Figure 4.2.1 shows the weight variations compared to day 0 for five test groups.
Initial body weight loss, most probably caused by stress inflicted by handling of the animals, was
seen in all but one of groups. Following recovery, animals in the control group maintained their
weight throughout the experiment. Gradual weight loss from four DPI was present in groups
inoculated with 300 or 500 PFU, and the lowest weight of these animals was reached on day six,
when they had lost more than 15% of their body weight. Less dramatic and somewhat delayed
body weight loss was observed in animals inoculated with 100 or 30 PFU. In these animals loss
in body weight started on day four or five respectively, and reached 10% on day seven post
infection.
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Figure 4.2.1 - Body weight changes compared to day 0 in PVM-infected Balb/c mice. Each point
represents the mean body weight change for three mice per group compared to preinoculation
values. The average preinoculation weight was 17.7 grams. On day 0 mice were inoculated with
0, 30, 100, 300, or 500 PFU of PVM strain 15. At day six post infection, all mice in the 300 PFU
and 500 PFU groups were euthanized.
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4.2.2 Clinical Illness and Survival

Clinical signs were monitored based on a scoring system adapted from Morton and
Griffiths (194). Three categories of clinical signs were monitored: physical appearance,
unprovoked behavior and the response to external stimulation. Additionally, the apparent
increase in the respiratory rate of tested animals was monitored. The scoring system for all
clinical signs was based on four points. A detailed explanation for scoring is presented in Figure
4.2.2.
While mice in the control group remained asymptomatic throughout the experiment,
animals in all tested groups showed changes in their physical appearance, unprovoked behavior
and response to external stimulation, as shown in panels A, B, and C of Figure 4.2.2. Most
importantly, the extent of these changes corresponded to the dose of the virus that these animals
received initially. Infected but not control mice showed changes in physical appearance
characterized by decreased alertness and mobility, lack of grooming and prominent piloerection
as well as up to ~ 30% increase in respiratory rate in groups that received the 300 and 500 PFU
doses. As seen in Figure 4.2.2, (panel A), on day four post infection initial changes in physical
appearance were observed in all experimented groups except the 30 PFU group, while only
animals inoculated with 500 PFU showed changes in their unprovoked behavior (panel B) and
external stimulation (panel C). On day six post infection animals from all experimental groups
showed similar clinical signs with regards to physical appearance, while changes observed in
unprovoked behavior and reaction to an external stimulation were increased in animals
inoculated with 500 PFU. At day seven post infection animals that received 300 or 500 PFU had
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to be euthanized so as to prevent unnecessary suffering. Survival rates for the other groups on
day seven post infection was 100%.
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Figure 4.2.2 – Scoring of clinical signs of Balb/c mice from day four till day six post PVM
infection. Three categories of clinical signs were monitored: physical appearance, unprovoked
behavior and the response to external stimulation. The scoring system was as follows : Panel A
(physical appearance) 0 - normal, 1 - lack of grooming, 2 - rough coat, nasal/ocular discharge,
3 - very rough coat, abnormal posture, enlarged pupils. Panel B (unprovoked behavior)
0 - normal, 1 - minor changes, 2 - abnormal; reduced mobility, decreased alertness, inactive.
Panel C (behavioral response to external stimuli) 0 - normal, 1 - minor depression/exaggeration
of response, 2 - moderately abnormal response, 3 - comatose. For all categories of clinical signs
a score of 4 represents a dead animal.
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4.2.3 Viral Titers in the Lungs

On day six after PVM infection, lung homogenates from mice that had received
intranasal inoculums of 100 or 500 PFU in a 50 μl volume were selected and evaluated in a
modified plaque assay to determine the extent of virus replication. As shown in Figure 4.2.3,
viral titers were significantly different between these two groups. As expected, the viral titers
reflected the difference in initial inoculum dose, with 3 x 104 pfu/ml of virus recovered from the
animals that received the lower dose (100 PFU), and 3 x 105 pfu/ml of virus recovered from the
animals that received a higher dose (500 PFU). A considerable increase in virus recovered from
the lungs when compared to the viral challenge dose given to animals demonstrates the ability of
PVM to successfully replicate in Balb/c mice.
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Figure 4.2.3 Viral titers in the lungs of Balb/c mice inoculated with 100 PFU or 500 PFU
determined by modified plaque assay of the lung homogenates on day six post infection. Each
value represents the average +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean for three mice per
group. Statistical significance was determined by unpaired Student t-test (* = p< 0.02).
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4.2.4 Macroscopic and Microscopic Pulmonary Lesions in Balb/c mice

Examination of macroscopic pulmonary changes revealed an absence of pulmonary
lesions in control mice that were intranasally inoculated with diluent only. Analogous to what
was observed for clinical signs and viral titers, the number of lung lesions and the percentage of
lung tissue involved in lesions were dependent on the initial dose of virus the animals received at
the time of inoculation. In animals that received 500 PFU of PVM at the time of challenge,
approximately 80% of lung tissue had pulmonary lesions, compared to ~30% in the group
challenged with 100 PFU (Figure 4.2.4a). A slight discoloration and necrotic appearance was
observed in all challenged groups, but the 100 PFU group showed multifocal rather than
confluent areas of necrotizing lesions that were readily seen in the group challenged with 500
PFU.
Tissue sections from lungs of control and test animals were examined, and characteristic
sections of microscopic lesions are depicted in Figure 4.2.4b. Histopathology observations
corresponded with clinical signs, and the lesion patterns appeared to be similar among groups but
as previously seen, the extent of pulmonary damage and percent lung involvement appeared to
depend on the initial inoculum dose. There was no apparent difference in the extent of
pulmonary damage between mice from the same treatment group. As shown in Figure 4.2.4b, an
appreciable difference can be seen when the normal lung architecture of a control mouse is
compared to the histopathology of a mouse inoculated with 500 PFU of PVM. Apparent limited
type II cell proliferation edema was present, with multifocal regions of alveolitis, bronchiolitis,
and in some cases, interstitial pneumonia. Visible necrotizing areas were present with noticeable
neutrophilic and lymphocytic infiltration, and hemorrhaging.
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Figure 4.2.4 – Representative macroscopic and microscopic observations in the lung tissue of
PVM infected Balb/c mice. Figure 4.2.4 a) Macroscopic pulmonary differences between control
mice and mice inoculated on day 0 with 100 or 500 PFU of PVM strain 15. Figure 4.2.4 b)
Microscopic observations in a representative section of lung tissue acquired on day six post
inoculation. Panel A) a section of H+E stained lung tissue from a control animal. Panels B, C
and D) a section of H+E stained lung tissue from an animal inoculated with 500 PFU. Original
magnification 10X (panel A and B), 20X (panel C) and 40X (panel D). Letters inside panels A,
B, C, and D in Figure 4.2.4b represent: a – Alveoli, b – Bronchiole, n – Neutrophil, v – Vein).
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4.3 Establishment of an Intranasal Pneumonia Virus of Mice Challenge Model in C57/Bl Mice

In order to establish an intranasal PVM challenge model in C57/Bl mice, we used
standard methods for evaluation of the infectious process, including clinical evaluation of
infected animals based on weight measurement and clinical signs, assessment of macroscopic
and microscopic lung pathology, and evaluation of virus load in the lungs.

4.3.1 Body Weight Loss

C57/Bl mice were intranasally inoculated on day 0 with 0, 30, 100, or 3000 PFU of PVM
strain 15 in a 30 μl inoculum volume. Control animals were inoculated with the same volume of
diluent. Clinical symptoms and body weight loss were monitored for 10 days post infection.
Figure 4.3.1 shows the weight variations compared to day 0 for four experimental groups.
Animals in the control group maintained their weight throughout the experiment. Mice
inoculated with 30 PFU also maintained their body weight. Rapid weight loss from four days
post infection was present in the group inoculated with 3000 PFU; these animals had lost ~ 27%
of their body weight by day seven post infection. Mice inoculated with 100 PFU showed delayed
body weight loss that started on day seven, and reached 19% by day 10 post infection.
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Figure 4.3.1- Body weight changes compared to day 0 in C57/Bl mice (n=3), inoculated with 0,
30, 100 or 3000 PFU of PVM strain 15. Each point represents the average body weight change
for three mice per group compared to preinoculation control values. The average preinoculation
weight was 19 grams.
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4.3.2 Clinical Illness and Survival

Clinical signs including physical appearance, unprovoked behavior and response to
external stimulation were monitored in the same manner as for Balb/c animals. As shown in
Figure 4.3.2, control mice and animals inoculated with 30 PFU remained asymptomatic
throughout the experiment. Animals inoculated with 100 PFU or 3000 PFU first showed clinical
signs on day six or seven post inoculation, respectively. However, the changes in general
appearance of animals inoculated with 100 PFU or 3000 PFU were less dramatic than those seen
in Balb/c mice. Animals were less alert than control animals, but still quite mobile. Absence of
hair coat grooming was apparent, but the piloerection was prominent only in the neck areas. As
late as 10 days post inoculation, animals inoculated with 100 PFU showed only minor changes in
their response to external stimuli (Panel C), that were limited to minor signs of depression.
Furthermore, less than 5% increase in the respiratory rate was observed in animals that received
a 3000 PFU dose, whereas no effects were observed in animals that received a 100 PFU dose. On
day seven after inoculation all animals from the 3000 PFU group were euthanized due to the
illness, whereas the survival rate for the other animals was 100% at 10 days post inoculation.

4.3.3 Viral Titers in the Lungs

In order to quantitate virus recovered from lungs of control and PVM-infected C57/Bl
mice, the same procedure used for Balb/c mice was employed. As shown in Figure 4.3.3, viral
titers were significantly different between the groups of mice inoculated with 3000 PFU and 100
PFU. As previously demonstrated in the Balb/c model, the amount of virus recovered from the
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lung tissue reflected the difference in the initial inoculum dose, with ~5 x 102 pfu/ml of virus
recovered from the animals that received the lower dose (100 PFU) and ~2 x 104 PFU /ml of
virus recovered from the animals that received the higher dose (3000 PFU). Considering the
extremely small viral load the animals received on day 0, PVM can successfully replicate in
C57/Bl mice, but it is obvious that the presence of a “critical initial load” is necessary for disease
establishment.
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Figure 4.3.2 - Scoring of clinical signs for C57/Bl mice from day five to day 10 day post PVM
infection. Three categories of clinical signs were monitored: physical appearance, unprovoked
behavior and the response to external stimulation. The scoring system was as follows : Panel A
(physical appearance) 0 - normal, 1 - lack of grooming, 2 - rough coat, nasal/ocular discharge,
3 - very rough coat, abnormal posture, enlarged pupils. Panel B (unprovoked behavior)
0 - normal, 1 - minor changes, 2 - abnormal; reduced mobility, decreased alertness, inactive.
Panel C (behavioral response to external stimuli) 0 - normal, 1 - minor depression/exaggeration
of response, 2 - moderately abnormal response, 3 - comatose. For all categories of clinical signs
a score of 4 represents a dead animal.
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Figure 4.3.3 Viral titers in the lungs of C57/Bl mice inoculated with 100 PFU or 3000 PFU
determined by modified plaque assay of the lung homogenates on day seven post infection. Each
value represents the average +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean for three mice per
group. Statistical significance was determined by paired Student t-test (** = p< 0.01).
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4.3.4 Macroscopic and Microscopic Pulmonary Lesions in C57/Bl mice

Examination of macroscopic pulmonary changes revealed an absence of pulmonary
lesions in control mice inoculated with diluent only as well as in mice challenged with 30 PFU of
PVM on day 0. Similar to what was observed for clinical signs and viral titers, the number of
lung lesions and the percentage of lung tissue involved in lesions were directly dependant on the
initial dose of virus the animals received at the time of inoculation. In the animals that received
3000 PFU of PVM, approximately 50% of the lung tissue showed an involvement in pulmonary
lesions, characterized by grayish and dark-red areas (Figure 4.3.4a). In the group challenged with
100 PFU, considerably less lung tissue showed signs of pathology. In this group multifocal areas
of reddish discoloration were observed in ~15% of the lung tissue area.
Tissue sections from lungs of control and test animals were examined and characteristic
sections of microscopic pulmonary lesions are depicted in Figure 4.3.4b. Histopathology
observations showed lesion patterns that were similar to those in Balb/c mice. As seen in Figure
4.3.4b, PVM-infected animals showed signs of inflammation compared to the normal lung
structure of control mice. Limited type II cell proliferation, with alveolitis and areas of multifocal
bronchiolitis, were found. Areas of visible neutrophil, macrophage and lymphocyte infiltration
were easily identified. The degree of pulmonary damage and percentage of lung tissue engaged
appeared to be dissimilar among test groups and correlated to the initial inoculum doses, with
animals that received high doses exhibiting more severe lung tissue involvement.
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Figure 4.3.4 – Representative macroscopic and microscopic observations in the lung tissue of
PVM infected C57/Bl mice. 4.3.4a) Macroscopic pulmonary differences between control mice
and mice inoculated on day 0 with 100 or 3000 PFU of PVM strain 15. 4.3.4b) Microscopic
observations in a representative section of lung tissue acquired on day six post infection. Panels
A and B) a section of H+E stained lung tissue from a control animal. Panels C and D) a section
of H+E stained lung tissue from an animal inoculated with 3000 PFU. Original magnification
10X (panels A and C) and 20X (panels B and D). Letters inside panels A, B, C, and D in
Figure 4.3.4b represent: a – Alveoli, b – Bronchiole, n – Neutrophil, v – Vein).
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Figure 4.3.4a Lung Macroscopic Pathology Observations
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4.4 Comparative study of Pneumonia Virus of Mice infection of Balb/c and C57/Bl Mice

4.4.1 Influence of the volume of inoculum on Pneumonia Virus of Mice infection of Balb/c and
C57/Bl mice

In view of the observed difference in susceptibility of Balb/c and C57/Bl mice to PVM,
we wanted to confirm that the differences found in body weight loss, clinical signs and
macroscopic and microscopic findings were present when the same initial volume of virus
inoculum was used. For that purpose, a comparative study was performed in the two strains of
mice. Mice were inoculated with high (3000 PFU) or low (100 PFU) doses of PVM in 30 μl or
50 μl inoculum volumes.
The difference in susceptibility to PVM infection between these two strains was
confirmed. Weight variations for PVM infected Balb/c and C57/Bl mice are depicted in Figure
4.4.1. In Balb/c mice (Figure 4.4.1 B), the same pattern seen previously was present, with a
decrease in body weight in mice inoculated with a high (3000 PFU) dose on day four post
infection, whereas mice inoculated with a low (100 PFU) dose started to lose weight at five days
post infection. Even though statistical analysis was not performed because group body weights
were recorded, a clear dose-dependant pattern was present as seen previously. Furthermore, there
was no apparent difference in body weight change between the groups inoculated with 30 μl or
50 μl inoculum volumes for the 100 PFU groups. A slight difference was observed in groups
inoculated with 3000 PFU, with the mice inoculated with a 50 μl volume showing larger loss in
body weight compared to the ones inoculated with the same viral load but a 30 μl inoculum
volume.
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Panel C of Figure 4.4.1 shows body weight changes compared to day 0 for the C57/Bl
strain. Yet again, a delayed onset of disease in this strain was present and was characterized by
loss of body weight in both the 3000 PFU groups at five days post infection, and on day seven
post infection for animals in the 100 PFU groups. It also appeared that animals inoculated with
3000 PFU in a 50 μl volume experienced more dramatic weight loss, ~20%, than the ones
inoculated with the same viral load but in a 30 μl volume. At day seven these animals lost ~13%
of their body weight.
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Figure 4.4.1- Body weight changes compared to day 0 in PVM-infected Balb/c and C57/Bl mice.
Five mice per group were inoculated with 100 or 3000 PFU of PVM strain 15 in either a 30 μl or
50 μl inoculum volume. Each point represents average body weight change for five animals per
group compared to preinoculation control values. A) Body weight changes compared to day 0 in
PVM strain 15 infected Balb/c and C57/Bl mice. B) Body weight changes compared to day 0 in
PVM infected Balb/c mice. C) Body weight changes compared to day 0 in PVM infected C57/Bl
mice.
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4.4.2 Clinical Illness and Survival

The clinical signs, shown in Figure 4.4.2, illustrate the difference in susceptibility of
Balb/c and C57/Bl mice to PVM infection. As early as four days post infection, Balb/c mice
inoculated with 3000 PFU in a 50 μl volume showed absence of grooming (Panel A). Five DPI,
all groups, except the control group, exhibited changes in both physical appearance and
unprovoked behavior, as shown in panels A and B respectively. The extent of clinical illness
appeared to be dose-dependant, with more severe manifestations in the groups inoculated with
high viral load and larger inoculum volumes. Less obvious signs of clinical disease were
observed in PVM-infected C57/Bl mice. As shown in panel D of Figure 4.4.2, the first signs of
change in physical appearance were observed in mice inoculated with 3000 PFU in a 50 μl
volume at six DPI and these did not change until the animals were euthanized. Animals from the
same group showed changes in unprovoked behavior and alteration in reaction to external
stimulation at seven days post infection (panels E and F). All remaining C57/Bl groups,
including the control group, remained asymptomatic throughout the experiment. Animals in all
groups survived throughout the experiment.
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Figure 4.4.2 – Scoring of clinical signs of Balb/c and C57/Bl mice for six and seven days post
PVM infection, respectively. Three categories of clinical signs were monitored: physical
appearance, unprovoked behavior and the response to external stimulation. Scoring system was
as follows : Panels A and D (physical appearance) 0 - normal, 1 - lack of grooming, 2 - rough
coat, nasal/ocular discharge, 3- very rough coat, abnormal posture, enlarged pupils. Panels B and
E (unprovoked behavior) 0 - normal, 1 - minor changes, 2 - abnormal; reduced mobility,
decreased alertness, inactive. Panels C and F (behavioral response to external stimuli) 0 - normal,
1 - minor depression/ exaggeration of response, 2 - moderately abnormal response, 3 - comatose.
For all categories of clinical signs a score of 4 represents a dead animal.
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4.4.3 Viral Titers in the Lungs

A modified plaque assay was used to quantitate viral titers from lung homogenates of
Balb/c and C57/Bl mice inoculated at time 0 with 100 or 3000 PFU in 30 μl or 50 μl inoculum
volumes. Figure 4.4.3 shows the viral titer at six days post infection for Balb/c mice and seven
days post infection for C57/Bl mice. As shown in Figure 4.4.3, panel A, viral titers recovered
from the lung tissue of Balb/c mice showed significant differences between animals that received
a high or low viral load. This difference was present regardless of the viral inoculum volume.
However, no significant difference was found between virus recovered from animals that
received the same viral dose but were inoculated with different inoculum volumes. Figure 4.4.3,
panel B, depicts results for C57/Bl mice. Similar to Balb/c mice, C57/Bl mice inoculated with
3000 PFU showed significantly higher viral titers than the ones inoculated with 100 PFU. A
more significant difference was found between groups that were inoculated with a 50 μl
inoculum volume. There was no difference between the viral titers of the animals that received
the same viral dose but were inoculated with different inoculum volumes.
Figure 4.4.4 shows significant differences between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice that received
a 100 PFU (panel A) or 3000 PFU (panel B) inoculum dose in a 30 μl or 50 μl volume. In both
cases the viral titers in Balb/c mice were significantly higher than the titers in C57/Bl mice. For
both Balb/c and C57/Bl mice there was no significant difference between groups that received
the same inoculum dose but were inoculated with different volumes.
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Figure 4.4.3 Virus recovered from PVM challenged Balb/c and C57/Bl mice. A) Viral titers of
Balb/c mice and B) Viral titers of C57/Bl mice. The mice were inoculated with 100 PFU or
3000 PFU of PVM strain 15 in a 30 μl or 50 μl inoculum volume. The titers of the lung
homogenates were determined by modified plaque assay at six days post infection for Balb/c and
seven days post infection for C57/Bl mice. Each value represents the average +/- one standard
deviation (SD) of the mean for five mice per group. For Balb/c animals, the statistical
significance was determined by unpaired Student t-test (** = p< 0.002), whereas for C57/Bl
animals the statistical significance was determined by paired Student t-test (* p< 0.03,
** p< 0.006).
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Figure 4.4.3
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Figure 4.4.4 Comparison of viral titers between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice. A) Comparison of viral
titers between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice inoculated with 100 PFU in a 30 μl or 50 μl inoculum
volume. Each value represents the average +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean for five
mice per group. For the 30 μl inoculum volume, the statistical significance was determined by
unpaired Student t-test (** = p< 0.004), and for the 50 μl inoculum volume, the statistical
significance was determined by paired Student t-test (** p< 0.009). B) Comparison of viral titers
between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice inoculated with 3000 PFU in a 30 μl or 50 μl inoculum
volume. Each value represents the average +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean for five
mice per group. For the 30 μl inoculum volume, the statistical significance was determined by
unpaired Student t-test (** = p< 0.004), and for the 50 μl inoculum volume, the statistical
significance was determined by unpaired Student t-test (** p< 0.004).
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Figure 4.4.4
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4.5 In Vitro BM-DCs studies

Intrigued by the difference in susceptibility/resistance patterns to PVM infection between
Balb/c and C57/Bl strain of mice, we wanted to examine the impact of a PVM infection on the
phenotype and function of BM-DCs derived from the two strains. Two sets of in vitro
experiments were done; one with Balb/c- and the other with C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs. Briefly,
immature DCs at day five were cultured for 24 hours with PVM (MOI 5) or UV-PVM (MOI 5)
and several functional and phenotypical assays were completed. Appropriate controls including
medium only, BHK-21 cells and LPS (1μg/ml) were included in all experiments.

4.5.1. Confirmation of infection of BM-DCs with Pneumonia Virus of Mice by Western blot

Before the evaluation of the effect of PVM infection on BM-DCs, we first wanted to
confirm the ability of PVM to infect BM-DCs. Figure 4.5.1 shows the Western blot results for
Balb/c (Panel A) and C57/Bl (Panel B) mice. Following 24 hours of incubation with PVM or
UV-PVM, BM-DCs were examined for PVM N protein expression. PVM from ATCC stock
5x105 TCID50 was used as a positive control. As shown in Figure 4.5.1 both Balb/c- and C57/Blderived BM-DCs cultured with PVM showed the presence of a protein with an apparent
molecular weight size of ~40 kDa which corresponded to the size of PVM N protein (Panels A
and B respectively). However, this band was absent in the BM-DCs cultured with UVinactivated PVM. Since 24 hours post infection Western blot results from UV-PVM-treated BMDCs did not show the presence of PVM-specific N protein, we concluded that progeny virus
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could be the only source of N protein in PVM treated BM-DCs; indicating the ability of PVM to
infect and replicate in BM-DCs.
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Figure 4.5.1 The presence of PVM N protein in BM-DCs cultured for 24 hours with PVM or
UV-inactivated PVM. Polyclonal rabbit PVM α-N antibody was used to confirm the expression
of viral protein in A) Balb/c-derived BM-DCs cultured for 24 hours with PVM or
UV-inactivated PVM and B) C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs cultured for 24 hours with PVM or
UV-inactivated PVM. PVM from ATCC (2.4x103 PFU) was used as a positive control.
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Figure 4.5.1 Western Blot
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4.5.2. Phenotypical changes of Pneumonia Virus of Mice infected BM-DC's

To analyze whether PVM infection alters cell surface expression of markers involved in
antigen presentation and T cell – DC interaction, immature BM-DCs cultured for 24 hours with
PVM (MOI 5), UV-PVM (MOI 5), an equivalent amount of BHK-21 cells, LPS (1μg/ml) or
medium only were analyzed for expression of several surface molecules. These included major
histocompatibility complex (MHC II) and co-stimulatory molecule (CD40 and CD86) markers.
Additionally, the cells were stained with a CD11c marker and the percentage of double-positive
cells was used for analysis. Since there was a report that pro-B cells show a capacity to express
BMDC-related CD11c marker when cultured with GM-CSF (26), the expression of the B lineage
lymphocyte marker CD19 was also included in order to ensure that CD11c-positive BM-DCs
were not contaminated with high numbers of B cells.
Figure 4.5.2.1 represents flow-cytometry results for the expression of MHC II and costimulatory markers in Balb/c (Panel A) or C57/Bl (Panel B) BM-DCs. As shown in Figure
4.5.2.1 (Panel A), there were no statistically significant differences in the expression of MHC II,
CD40 or CD86 surface markers on PVM-infected DCs compared to UV-PVM and BHK-21
treated DCs. The LPS group, which served as the positive control, showed signs of DC
maturation based on a significant increase in the expression of MHC II, CD40 and CD86 surface
markers compared to the medium control group. In the case of BM-DC cultures derived from
C57/Bl mice (Panel B), there was no statistically significant difference in expression of MHC II,
CD86 and CD40 DC maturation surface markers between the PVM, UV-PVM and BHK-21
groups. Similar to what was observed for Balb/c BM-DCs, C57/Bl-derived DCs treated with LPS
showed signs of maturation. CD19 expression was negligible in both Balb/c and C57/Bl derived
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BM-DCs. Figure 4.5.2.2 represents dot-plot FACS results from one representative experiment
out of three.
When compared, there was no difference in expression of MHC II, CD40, CD86 and
CD19 surface markers between the BM-DCs generated from the two strains of mice (Figure
4.5.2.3). We also examined the mean fluorescent intensities for these markers, and no difference
was found in expression between the tested groups (data not shown). Based on these
observations we concluded that, under these experimental conditions, PVM infection of BMDCs did not change expression of markers associated with DC maturation.
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Figure 4.5.2.1 Phenotypic changes of PVM-infected BM-DCs, measured by the expression of
costimulatory surface markers. Panel A) Balb/c- and B) C57/Bl- derived BM-DCs were cultured
on day five with PVM (MOI 5), UV-inactivated PVM (MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), an equivalent
amount of BHK-21 cells or medium. FACS analysis was performed 24 hours later. Cells were
stained with CD11c PE-labeled specific antibodies, and FITC-labeled antibodies specific for
MHC II, CD80, CD40 or CD19. Bars represent the percentage of double positive cells +/- one
standard deviation (SD) of the mean from three independent experiments. Two types of
statistical analysis were done. First, the difference between positive and negative control was
evaluated using two-tailed student T test (* p< 0.05) (** p< 0.01). Significant differences
between PVM, UV-PVM and BHK-21 groups were evaluated using one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 4.5.2.2

Phenotypic changes of PVM infected BM-DCs measured by the expression of

costimulatory surface markers. A) Balb/c- and B) C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs were cultured on day
five with PVM (MOI 5), UV-inactivated PVM (MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), an equivalent amount of
BHK-21 cells or medium. FACS analysis was performed 24 hours later. Cells were stained with
CD11c PE-labeled specific antibodies, and FITC-labeled antibodies specific for MHC II, CD80,
CD40 or CD19. Numbers within the dot plots represent the percentages of positive cells within
the quadrants.
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Figure 4.5.2.2
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Figure 4.5.2.3 Comparison of the expression of costimulatory surface markers between Balb/cand C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs cultured for 24 hours with PVM (MOI 5), UV-inactivated PVM
(MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), equivalent amounts of BHK-21 cells or medium. Bars represent the
percentage of double positive cells +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean from three
independent experiments.
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Figure 4.5.2.3
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4.5.3. Functional changes of Pneumonia Virus of Mice infected BM-DC’s

4.5.3.1. Endocytosis

Immature DCs capture antigen efficiently and then loose this capacity upon maturation.
To evaluate how PVM infection influences the capacity of DCs to take up soluble antigens, we
decided to test the ability of our differently treated BM-DCs to take up FITC-Dextran from the
medium.
Immature BM-DCs derived from Balb/c and C57/Bl were cultured for 24 hours with
PVM (MOI 5), UV-PVM (MOI 5), an equivalent amount of BHK-21 cells, LPS (1μg/ml) or
medium only. After 24 hours, cells were cultured with 1 μg/ml of FITC-Dextran incubated for 30
minutes on ice or at 37 0C, and analysed by Flow-cytometry (Figure 4.5.3.1.1). Balb/c-derived
BM-DCs cultured with PVM, UV-PVM or BHK-21 showed no statistically significant decrease
in their ability to take up FITC-Dextran (Panel A). In contrast, a significant decrease in the
ability to take up FITC-Dextran was found in the LPS group compared to the medium control
group. Figure 4.5.3.1.1 (Panel B) depicts the observation for the C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs. In the
case of C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs, the LPS group also showed a significant decrease in FITCDextran uptake compared to the medium control group. In contrast, statistically significant
differences between BM-DCs cultured with PVM, UV-PVM or BHK-21 were not found. We
also analyzed MFI values for these experimental groups, and a similar trend between groups was
found (data not shown).
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Furthermore, a comparison of the capacity of the individual experimental groups to take
up FITC-Dextran from culture medium between the two mouse strains also failed to show any
significant differences (Figure 4.5.3.1.2).
Overall, these results suggest that PVM infection of BM-DCs tended to induce a
difference in endocytosis, which could be perceived as a sign of change in functional capacity of
BM-DCs associated with maturation; however, the extent of these changes were not significant.
Thus, we were not able to demonstrate that productive PVM infection of BM-DCs has a
biologically significant impact on the capacity of BM-DCs to take up soluble antigens.
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Figure 4.5.3.1.1 Uptake of FITC-labeled dextran from medium by BM-DCs. A) Balb/c- and B)
C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs were cultured on day five with PVM (MOI 5), UV-inactivated PVM
(MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), an equivalent amount of BHK-21 cells or medium. Cells cultured for 24
hours were subsequently cultured with FITC-dextran for 30 minutes and the percentage of cells
having successfully taken up FITC-dextran was determined by FACS analysis. Bars represent
the percentage of double positive cells +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean from three
independent experiments. Two types of statistical analysis were done. First, the difference
between positive and negative control was evaluated using a two-tailed student T test
(* p< 0.05). Significant differences between PVM, UV-PVM and BHK-21 groups were
evaluated using a one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 4.5.3.1.1
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Figure 4.5.3.1.2 Comparison of the uptake of FITC-labeled dextran from medium by BM-DCs
between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice. BM-DCs were cultured for 24 hours with PVM (MOI 5), UVinactivated PVM (MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), an equivalent amount of BHK-21 cells or medium.
Cells cultured for 24 hours were subsequently cultured with FITC-dextran for 30 minutes and the
percentage of cells having successfully taken up FITC-dextran was determined by FACS
analysis. Bars represent the percentage of double positive cells +/- one standard deviation (SD)
of the mean from three independent experiments.
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Figure 4.5.3.1.3 Influence on the uptake of FITC-labeled dextran from medium by BM-DCs.
A) Balb/c- and B) C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs were cultured on day five with PVM (MOI 5), UVinactivated PVM (MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), an equivalent amount of BHK-21 cells or medium.
Cells cultured for 24 hours were subsequently cultured with FITC-dextran for 30 minutes either
on ice (Control sample) or at 37O C (Test sample). The percentage of cells having successfully
taken up FITC-dextran was determined by FACS analysis. Numbers within the dot plots
represent the percentages of positive cells within the quadrants.
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Figure 4.5.3.1.3
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4.5.3.2 Mixed Lymphocyte reaction

DCs increase their antigen presentation capabilities upon maturation due to up-regulation
of MHC class I and II and co-stimulatory molecules on their surface. Thus, their ability to
stimulate allogeneic lymphocytes reflects their state of maturity.
Figure 4.5.3.2.1 shows C57/Bl T cell proliferation induced by Balb/c derived BM-DCs
exposed to various treatments. Panels A and B depict representative findings at days three and
five post infection. A clear dose-dependant reduction in T cell proliferation is seen both at day
three and day five, with more pronounced differences at day five.
Since the DC : T cell ratio of 1:10 proved to be the most suitable ratio for comparison
between treatment groups, we used this result for further analysis. Panels C and D in Figure
4.5.3.2.1 show significant differences in T cell proliferation induced by different DC treatments.
On day three (Panel C), no significant differences in the extent of T cell proliferation between
PVM, UV-PVM and BHK-21 groups were found. Similarly, there was no significant increase in
T cell proliferation in the LPS-treated group, which served as our positive control, compared to
the medium control group at this time point. However, on day five (Panel D), there was a
statistically significant decrease in the extent of T cell proliferation in the PVM group compared
to the BHK-21 group. Unfortunately, the PVM-treated group did not show a significant decrease
in T cell proliferation compared to the UV-PVM group.
In the case of C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs (Figure 4.5.3.2.2) the same dose-dependant
decrease in T cell proliferation could be seen both on day three and day five (Panels A and B
respectively). With regards to the DC : T cell ratio of 1: 10, somewhat different results compared
to those found for Balb/c-derived BM-DCs were found. On day three, there was no significant
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difference in T cell proliferation between PVM, UV-PVM and BHK-21 treated groups.
Additionally, there was no significant difference in the level of T cell proliferation when LPStreated and medium control groups were compared. On day five (Panel D), even though the LPStreated group appeared to show an increase in T cell proliferation compared to other treatment
groups, no biologically significant differences were demonstrated.
When compared, the ability of Balb/c- and C57/Bl-derived BM-DC’s to induce naïve
T cell proliferation on day three did not show any significant differences in any of the test groups
(Figure 4.5.3.2.3).
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Figure 4.5.3.2.1 Induction of naïve T cell proliferation by Balb/c BM-DCs subjected to different
treatments. Allogeneic MLR was performed by culturing different numbers of irradiated
BM-DCs from Balb/c mice (stimulatory cells) with a constant number (2x 105/well) of C57/Bl
derived T cells (responding cells). Eighteen hours before harvesting, cells were pulsed with
[methyl-3H] thymidine. Panels A and B - uptake of [methyl-3H] thymidine (c.p.m.) on days three
and five. Panels C and D - Representative results for [methyl-3H] thymidine (c.p.m.) uptake on
days three and five, derived from three independent experiments. Two types of statistical
analysis were done. First, the difference between positive and negative control was evaluated
using a two-tailed student T test (* p< 0.05). Significant differences between PVM, UV-PVM
and BHK-21 groups were evaluated using one-way ANOVA (*p<0.03).
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Figure 4.5.3.2.1
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Figure 4.5.3.2.2 Induction of naïve T cell proliferation by C57/Bl BM-DCs subjected to different
treatments. Allogeneic MLR was performed by culturing different numbers of irradiated
BM-DCs from Balb/c mice as a stimulatory cells and constant number (2x 105/well) of Balb/c
derived T cells as a responding cells. Eighteen hours before harvesting, cells were pulsed with
[methyl-3H] thymidine. Panels A and B - uptake of [methyl-3H] thymidine (c.p.m.) on days three
and five. Panels C and D - Representative results for [methyl-3H] thymidine (c.p.m.) uptake on
days three and five, derived from three independent experiments. Two types of statistical
analysis were done. First, the difference between positive and negative control was evaluated
using a two-tailed student T test. Significant differences between PVM, UV-PVM and BHK-21
groups were evaluated using one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 4.5.3.2.2
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Figure 4.5.3.2.3 Comparison of the ability to induce naïve T cell proliferation in allogeneic MLR
in Balb/c and C57/Bl BM-DCs subjected to different treatments. Uptake of [methyl-3H]
thymidine (c.p.m.) was determined on day three (panel A) and day five (panel B). Cultures were
prepared as previously described. Bars represent the [methyl-3H] thymidine (c.p.m.) uptake on
day three and day five, +/- one standard deviation (SD) of the mean from three independent
experiments. Significant differences between groups are as indicated (* p< 0.05), (** p< 0.01).
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Figure 4.5.3.2.3
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4.5.3.3 IL-12 p70 production by Pneumonia Virus of Mice infected BM-DCs

After uptake of an antigen in peripheral sites and migration toward the T cell areas in
draining lymph nodes, mature DCs initially release IL-12 and induce the generation of effector T
cells with a Th1 phenotype (167, 236). Since the Th1-type response is usually seen in viral
infections and helps in the control and clearance of the virus, we wanted to take a closer look at
the production of pivotal cytokines in a Th1-type response. Based on previously reported results
for RSV-infected DCs, we anticipated that the amount of IL-12p70 might be too low to detect by
presently available ELISA kits. We were also aware that LPS is a strong inducer of IL-12
production (94, 271). For these reasons, we cultured immature BM-DCs derived from two mouse
strains with LPS (1μg/ml) only or in combination with PVM (MOI 5), or UV-PVM (MOI 5).
Following a 24 hour incubation period, supernatants were collected and examined for the
presence of IL-12p70 by ELISA. Figure 4.5.3.3 represents the expression of IL-12p70 in the
Balb/c- and C57/Bl-derived DCs.
It was observed that even though the co-culturing of LPS-treated DCs with PVM or UVPVM resulted in a significant decrease of IL-12p70 production compared to the LPS group
(p<0.01), no significant differences were found between the groups co-cultured with PVM or
UV-PVM. When compared, IL-12p70 production by Balb/c- and C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs also
did not show any significant differences between the test groups. In our preliminary studies we
also tested the quantity of IL-12p70 production by BHK-21 treated BM-DCs. Our results did not
show any significant difference between IL-12p70 production by BHK-21- and PVM-treated
BM-DCs. Our findings exclude the involvement of IL-12p70 cytokine in the different functional
responses of the PVM-infected BM-DCs between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice.
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Figure 4.5.3.3 IL-12p70 production by Balb/c and C57/Bl BM-DCs subjected to different
treatments. Balb/c- and C57/Bl-derived DCs were cultured on day five with PVM (MOI 5), UVinactivated PVM (MOI 5), LPS (1μg/ml), an equivalent amount of BHK-21 cells or medium.
After 24 hours, supernatants were collected and cytokine production was measured using
standard ELISA assays. Bars represent the amount of IL-12p70 (pg/ml) production +/- one
standard deviation (SD) of the mean from three independent experiments. Two types of
statistical analysis were done. Significant differences between LPS, LPS+PVM, LPS+UV-PVM
treated groups were evaluated using a one-way ANOVA (** p<0.01). Significant differences
between different treatments of Balb/c- and C57/Bl-derived BM-DCs were evaluated using a
two-tailed student T test.
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Figure 4.5.3.3
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5.0 Discussion

5.1 Virus propagation and quantitation

Respiratory syncytial virus is the most common cause of lower respiratory tract disease
including bronchiolitis and pneumonia in infants and young children (187). RSV has also been
indicated as an important cause of severe lower respiratory tract infections in the
immunocompromised and elderly (81, 129). Since immunity to RSV is short – lived, reinfection
is frequent throughout life in all age groups, and the necessity for the development of safe and
effective vaccines against RSV may be beneficial, especially in immune compromised
individuals. Regardless of the enormous body of work that has been generated over the years, a
clear understanding of all the mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of severe RSV infections
is still absent. In general, based on the research up to this point, it is clear that severe RSV
infections develop as a result of a rather complex interplay between viral and host factors.
In an effort to scrutinize the contribution of factors involved in the pathogenesis of RSV,
several animal models were used including mice, cotton rats, cattle and primates (74, 227, 257,
307). Unfortunately, none of these models successfully replicated all the clinical findings seen in
humans infected with RSV, and their usefulness depended on the type of problem studied. In
recent years, Cook et al. established the PVM infection model for severe RSV infection in the
mouse (60). This mouse model replicated features of severe RSV disease in humans to a greater
extent than the previously most often used mouse model. Most importantly, PVM is an innate
rodent Pneumovirus pathogen and an initial inoculum size as low as 30 PFU was sufficient for
establishment of an infection in its natural host.
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Since Cook et al., as well as other investigators used PVM strain J3666 in their work
(60), our objective was to establish an in vivo animal model for RSV disease with the PVM strain
available at ATCC: strain 15. Furthermore, being aware of the possible influence of the host
genetic factors on the establishment and progression of disease, we also wanted to explore
differences in the resistance/susceptibility patterns to PVM strain 15 in Balb/c and C57/Bl mice.
Since PVM is a highly thermolabile virus, inconsistent information regarding the optimal
temperature for growth of PVM strain 15 was found in the literature. While some investigators
reported propagation at 37 oC as most favorable (124), others argued that propagation of PVM at
that temperature would lead to viral attenuation and loss of infectivity, and reported optimal
propagation at 33 oC (291). Following viral propagation in BHK-21 cells at both 33 oC and 37 oC
we have found that virus propagated at both temperatures showed similar replicative abilities in
vivo. We also observed more prominent clinical signs in mice inoculated with PVM propagated
at 37 oC. Slightly superior performance of a virus grown at 37 oC could be explained by the
simple fact that the normal murine body temperature is also ~37 oC (195). Being already
accommodated to this temperature during the propagation in BHK-21 cells, once inside the
mouse lungs, virus replication did not have to be delayed due to the virus adjustment to the
temperature of the host. In contrast, the somewhat delayed clinical disease in mice inoculated
with PVM propagated at 33 oC was probably caused by the less effective initial replication of the
virus in mouse lungs.
The next challenge encountered was the unavailability of an accurate method for PVM
quantitation. As early as 1970, scientists in this field were struggling to find a reliable method to
quantitate this virus (263). This problem has repeatedly been reported, and scientists in this field
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tried to overcome this obstacle by implementation of standardized protocols for the use of
quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) assays (86).
In our work, we found that while BHK-21 cells used for standard plaque assays grow
extremely fast even at the lower temperature and in nutritionally less favorable conditions, PVMinduced plaques develop slowly and show relatively indistinct borders. Thus, we modified the
standard plaque assay method and used polyclonal antibody specific for PVM N protein as
primary and FITC-labeled goat α-rabbit IgG as secondary antibodies in order to visualize viral
plaques. This method showed reliable and most importantly reproducible results. It is also less
time consuming and less expensive than quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR assays.

5.2 Susceptibility / resistance patterns to Pneumonia Virus of Mice infection in Balb/c and
C57/Bl mice

It is a well established belief that a relationship exists between augmentation of disease
caused by RSV and the type of T cell response mounted upon infection. Furthermore, studies
performed with FI-RSV vaccines revealed that a Th2 type response was associated with more
severe manifestations of RSV infection (155). Different susceptibility/resistance patterns to a
pathogen exist for different mouse strains. In the case of Balb/c and C57/Bl mice, these patterns
are well characterized for several pathogens including Leishmania major and adenovirus type 1
(113, 168, 260). Given that Balb/c and C57/Bl mice are the prototypic Th2 and Th1 responding
strains, respectively, we anticipated that susceptibility to PVM infection and progression of
disease in these two strains might be dissimilar. Since these possible differences should be taken
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into account when interpreting the results from an animal model study, we wanted to establish
and characterize PVM strain 15 infection in both of these strains.
To examine susceptibility of Balb/c mice to infection with PVM, eight week- old female
Balb/c mice were intranasally inoculated with various doses of PVM in a 50 μl inoculum. In this
way we wanted to eliminate any differences between test groups related to sex, somatic growth
or viral preparation. Our results demonstrated that Balb/c mice showed a high susceptibility to
PVM infection even when only 30 PFU of PVM was used for inoculation. Two distinct patterns
of body weight loss were observed. Groups that were inoculated with a high initial viral load
showed first signs of body weight loss after three days post infection and lost ~15% of their
preinoculation weight by day six post infection. In contrast, groups that received a low inoculum
dose showed delayed weight loss that started on day four or five after infection, depending on the
initial viral load, and lost ~10% of their preinoculation weight by day seven post infection.
Changes in clinical signs were also similar among these two groups and showed a dose
dependence. Macroscopic and microscopic pulmonary changes in all groups were comparable to
those reported for PVM strain J3666-infected mice. The only difference was the absence of
infiltration of eosinophils, which was reported elsewhere for Balb/c PVM J3666-infected mice
(9, 76). This discrepancy in histological observations is probably due to the use of a more
aggressive PVM strain by other groups. Most importantly, our histopathological observations,
with the presence of inflammatory edema and multifocal regions of alveolitis, bronchiolitis and
in some instances interstitial pneumonia, closely mimicked those in RSV-infected humans (79).
Viral titers were significantly different between the groups, with higher viral titers recovered
from the lungs of animals inoculated with a higher initial dose of virus. Furthermore, recovery of
~3 X 104 PFU/ml from the mice inoculated with only 100 PFU/ml without a doubt confirmed an
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excellent ability of PVM to replicate in Balb/c mouse lungs. This extremely useful feature of the
PVM animal model is better appreciated when compared with RSV infection of mice which can
be achieved only when the initial inoculum dose reaches 106 to 107 PFU while lung viral titers
never reach the levels of the initial inoculum.
A somewhat different “picture” was present in our studies with C57/Bl mice. Our results
clearly demonstrated that C57/Bl mice are also susceptible to PVM infection, but to a lesser
degree than Balb/c mice. With regard to body weights, mice from the group inoculated with a
high (3000 PFU/30 μl) viral inoculum showed a decrease in body weight on day five post
infection, which is late when compared to Balb/c mice inoculated with that same dose.
Furthermore, C57/Bl mice in the 100 PFU/30 μl group showed body weight loss on day seven
post infection, which represents a three-day delay compared to Balb/c mice inoculated with the
same dose. Interestingly, while Balb/c mice that received a 30 PFU/30 μl inoculum showed body
weight loss on day five post infection, which by day seven reached 10% of their weight, C57/Bl
mice inoculated with the same dose did not show any decrease in weight throughout the ten day
observation period. Furthermore, delayed and reduced clinical signs in C57/Bl mice compared to
Balb/c mice were observed. Clinical signs recorded for C57/Bl mice confirmed the dosedependent nature of the changes in physical appearance, as well as unprovoked and external
stimulation behavior.
We also confirmed that the observed differences in the susceptibility to PVM infection
between Balb/c and C57/Bl mice were due to strain differences and not inoculation volume used
for these two studies. Our comparative study clearly showed that regardless of the initial
inoculum volume, clear differences in susceptibility between these two strains existed. The same
strain- and dose-dependent pattern of body weight loss was repeatedly observed, with Balb/c
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mice showing loss in body weight at four or five days post infection, while C57/Bl mice
inoculated with same viral load and inoculum size as Balb/c mice showed delayed weight loss
which occurred on days five or seven post infection, depending on initial inoculum dose.
Furthermore, C57/Bl mice inoculated with 30 PFU/50 μl did not show any changes in body
weight. Clinical observations for these two strains of mice also showed distinct differences.
While PVM-infected Balb/c mice in all tested groups showed changes in physical appearance
and unprovoked behavior by day five post infection, the PVM-infected C57/Bl mice, with the
exception of the ones in the 3000 PFU/50 μl group, stayed asymptomatic throughout the
experiment.
In addition, viral titers from homogenized lung tissue were significantly different
between Balb/c and C57/Bl infected mice. Viral titers of PVM-infected Balb/c mice were always
significantly higher than the titers of C57/Bl mice, regardless of the initial inoculum dose or the
volume of inoculation. We have also confirmed that the viral titers in the lungs of mice
inoculated with the same initial viral dose but different inoculum volumes were not significantly
different.
We anticipated that in order for full-blown infection to take place, PVM would need to
replicate in the host lungs until a “critical” viral load point was reached. Once the “critical” viral
load point was reached, indistinguishable disease squeal and lung pathology between the test
groups and mouse strains was repeatedly observed. We also expected that reduced susceptibility
to PVM infection of C57/Bl mice stems either from some intrinsic genetic factors that allowed
C57/Bl mice to exhibit greater resistance to the initial infection and prevent robust virus
replication, or from the presence of some unidentified local lung tissue factors that were capable
of keeping viral replication under control, thus postponing intensification of the disease.
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In light of these observations, the need for additional more in-depth studies is apparent.
Further characterization of PVM infection in these and other strains, including quantitation of
immune response factors, would without doubt help to identify relevant biomarkers involved in
this mechanism.

5.3 Phenotypical and functional changes in BM-DCs upon Pneumonia Virus of Mice infection

In view of the fact that our in vivo studies demonstrated differential susceptibility and
resistance patterns to PVM infection in Balb/c and C57/Bl mice, we wanted to further examine
factors that might be responsible for this phenomenon. As previously discussed, the different
susceptibility patterns to PVM infection observed in in vivo studies strongly indicated innate
immune response involvement. Natural killer (NK) cells and DCs represent central innate
immune cells that contribute to viral clearance. This contribution is accomplished either via
direct antimicrobial action or indirectly by cytokine secretion and modulation of the adaptive
immune response. Numerous studies revealed the central role DCs play in the development of
tolerance, memory and Th1/Th2 polarization (37, 72, 220).
With regard to Pneumovirus infections, it was demonstrated that mice infected with RSV
show a constant increase in numbers of mature DCs (24). It was also shown that RSV infections
are more severe in infants. Animal studies demonstrated a post-natal delay in the development of
the class II MHC positive DC population in the respiratory tract compared to older animals
(246). Thus we wanted to examine more closely the DC phenotypes and possible changes in their
functions following PVM infection.
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We hypothesized that PVM infection of DCs would change their phenotypic
characteristics and thus contribute to functional alterations that inevitably lead to inappropriate T
cell activation and disease augmentation. We used PVM-infected BM-DCs derived from Balb/c
and C57/Bl mice and evaluated their phenotypic and functional differences 24 hours postinfection.
BM-DCs cultured with PVM for 24 hours failed to show any significant increase in the
expression of the costimulatory and MHC II DC markers associated with maturation. In another
study, murine myeloid BM-DCs cultured for 48 hours with RSV (MOI 10) showed an increase in
costimulatory marker expression that corresponded to a mature DC phenotype (31).
Inconsistency between our results and those reported by this group could reflect differences in
experimental design. Even though we were successful in the production of PVM stock having a
titer of 106 PFU, which was higher than usually reported for PVM grown in culture, low viral
titers limited our ability to more efficiently infect DCs.
In peripheral sites DCs serve as sentinel cells that take up and process antigens.
Subsequently, DCs travel via efferent lymphatics toward the draining lymph nodes, where they
present the antigens to T cells. DCs recognize and mediate uptake of pathogens that expresses
pathogen-associated molecular patterns via pattern recognition receptors expressed on the
surface of the DCs. Apart from this receptor-mediated mechanism, immature DCs also have the
unique ability of constitutively taking up large quantities of fluid from their environment. This
process is mediated by aquaporins; water channels the expression of which is irreversibly downregulated following DC maturation (210).
Hence, we wanted to examine changes in the ability of DCs to take up soluble antigens
from their environment following infection with PVM. Even though we were not able to
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demonstrate statistically significant differences between PVM-infected DCs and controls, both
Balb/c- and C57/Bl-derived PVM-infected BM-DCs showed a consistent decrease in FITClabeled dextran uptake. As reported by de Graaff et al., 48 hours post RSV infection less than
25% of human monocyte-derived DCs showed signs of infection (70). Thus, our results might
reflect phenotypic and functional changes of only a small part of the DC population under
examination. The observed changes might be an indication that a small percentage of the BMDC population that was successfully infected with PVM underwent the maturation process,
which inevitably shut down non receptor-mediated uptake of FITC-dextran. Since the decrease
of FITC-dextran uptake by PVM-infected BM-DC was not significantly lower than in control
groups, we were not able to conclude with certainty that active infection of BM-DC with PVM
significantly influences the function of DCs. Studying a purified PVM-infected DC population,
selected by one of the currently available methods such as cell sorting, might be a good way to
overcome this problem, and permit us to closely examine changes inflicted by PVM in the
population of interest.
In the last decade it has become increasingly clear that DCs play a pivotal role in
regulating primary immune responses, equally by inducing T cell proliferation and by directing
the type of effector T cells (Th1, Th2, cytotoxic, or regulatory T cell). Modification of the host
immune response by several RSV proteins is well documented (33, 255, 256, 292-294). It was
also shown that species-specific inhibition of T cell proliferation by RSV F protein can occur.
Therefore, we wanted to examine the impact of PVM infection on the ability of DCs to induce
naïve T cell proliferation in their natural host.
T cell proliferation studies with RSV-infected DCs showed contradictory results.
Boogaard et al. reported up-regulation of costimulatory maturation markers on murine myeloid
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DCs co-cultured with OVA and RSV along with enhanced OVA-specific T cell proliferation
(31). In contrast, de Graaff et al. also reported up-regulation of maturation markers, but the
ability of RSV-infected-monocyte-derived human DCs to induce T cell proliferation was
decreased (3, 5). A separate in vitro study also showed reduced T cell proliferation when human
monocytes were co-cultured with RSV and LPS compared to LPS only (111).
Our results showed a negligible impact of infection of BM-DCs with PVM on the extent
of T cell proliferation. Even though T cell proliferation was observed on days three and five after
infection, a significant decrease in T cell proliferation in the group stimulated with PVM-infected
DCs compared to the BHK-21 control group was found only on day five for Balb/c mice.
However, T cell proliferation for the same mouse strain and time point did not show a significant
difference between PVM and UV-PVM control groups. Thus, we were not able to conclude with
confidence that DCs have a biologically significant impact on T cell proliferation during a
productive PVM infection.
Since a Th1-type response is usually seen in viral infection and helps in the control and
clearance of the virus, we also wanted to take a closer look at the production of IL-12p70, a
pivotal cytokine in the differentiation to a Th1-type response. In our preliminary studies, all
groups with the exception of the LPS-treated group, showed IL-12p70 levels that were bellow
the detection limit. Hence we chose to measure the effect of PVM on IL-12p70 production by
DCs co-cultured with LPS. Our results showed a significant inhibitory effect of PVM on LPSinduced IL-12p70 production, but the same effect was also seen in UV-PVM and BHK-21
controls. Since a common factor between our tested groups was the presence of BHK-21 cells,
we are inclined to believe that the demonstrated inhibitory effect might be induced by BHK-21
cells. BHK-21 cells are fibroblast cells that under certain conditions produce TNF-α the
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inhibitory effect of which on IL-12 production is well documented (176). Furthermore, since the
differences in IL-12p70 inhibition between the two strains were not significant, we were not able
to correlate differential susceptibility to PVM infection between the two strains to differences in
IL-12 production.

6.0 General Discussion and Conclusions

Respiratory syncytial virus infection is the most common cause of hospitalization of
infants and young children around the world due to LRT complications, such as bronchiolitis and
pneumonia. Recently, in an effort to better understand the factors involved in the pathogenesis of
RSV infections, scientists turned their attention toward a new, more appropriate mouse model.
Another virus in the Pneumovirus family, Pneumonia virus of mice, showed an excellent
potential of becoming a more suitable model for RSV disease studies than previously used
murine RSV models. PVM-infected mice exhibited similar clinical signs to those found in RSVinfected infants and, most importantly, this model allowed studies of Pneumovirus infection in
its natural host.
Even though published work pertaining to PVM is still scarce, most of the research
groups that are currently working with PVM use mouse-passaged strain J3666 in their work. In
contrast, we wanted to establish a PVM animal model in two mouse strains using an ATCC
available strain, strain 15. In our work, we established a method for propagating PVM strain 15
in a hamster fibroblast cell line, BHK-21.We also established a modified plaque assay for PVM
quantization. During the establishment of animal models in Balb/c and C57/Bl mice, our work
shed light on an interesting difference in the susceptibility/resistance patterns to PVM infection
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in these two strains. Based on the results from our in vivo studies we have concluded that straindependant susceptibility to PVM infection exists; with Balb/c strain showing more susceptible
pattern. Because a correlation between host genetic background and susceptibility to more severe
RSV disease exists, our findings open new opportunities for research in this field.
As a first step toward identifying factors responsible for the difference in susceptibility to
PVM infection between the two mouse strains, we also looked at the impact of PVM infection on
phenotypic and functional changes of BM-DCs in vitro. We have concluded that, under our
experimental conditions, PVM-infected BM-DCs failed to demonstrate biologically significant
differences in their phenotypic or functional profiles compared to control groups. Thus, we were
not able to confirm our hypothesis. Perhaps our approach may have been too simple to provide
us with definite answers to such complex questions. Further complicating matters are the
contradictory findings reported by other research groups that have worked with RSV.
Furthermore, it is well documented that even though all DCs originate from the same
bone marrow precursors, mucosal DCs possess unique site-specific phenotypic and functional
characteristics that inevitably coordinate the type of response mounted. Therefore, if one wants
to examine DC phenotypes and functions in the context of respiratory viral infections, studying
lung DCs instead of BM-DCs would perhaps be a more suitable approach.
In addition, recent studies indicated an important role for mucosal epithelial cells in the
process of self, non-self discrimination. Apparently, mucosal DCs are incapable of mounting a
Th1-type immune response to pathogenic bacteria without additional cytokine and chemokine
signals derived from infected mucosal epithelial cells (244). This was also indicated as the
reason why in vitro activation of mucosal DCs with strong TLR agonists always fail to induce
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IL-12 or TNF production (2, 131, 252). Therefore, the importance of examining DCs in vivo in
the context of their environment is of paramount importance.
Furthermore, our in vivo findings clearly suggested the involvement of innate immune
factors in the different responses to PVM infection. As previously indicated, DCs and NK cells
are the most important innate cells directly regulating innate immunity, and indirectly mediating
establishment of an appropriate acquired immune response. In recent years, it has become clear
that DCs and NK cells interact and mutually regulate each other during the early phase of an
innate immune response (96). In addition, when considering the cross-talk between these two
types of cells, it was shown that DCs induce NK cell proliferation and IFN-γ production, while
NK cells induce increases in maturation marker expression and IL-12 cytokine secretion (8).
We also strongly believe that in the future, research of mucosal DCs in vitro should
without doubt include more sophisticated models, including mucosal epithelial cells in culture.
Only this kind of in vitro setting would more closely mimic the complex interactions found in
vivo, and take into account the multifaceted interactions between key innate immunity players at
the mucosal sites following Pneumovirus infections.
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